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What if your child’s
healthcare provider
had as much
imagination
as your child?

Add a little whimsy to your weekend with Mythical Mornings at the Museum!
Join us for this adult program series with a fun look into Florida fantasy while
enjoying light brunch refreshments and drinks. Admission includes a colorful
presentation, guided tour of the World of Mythic Creatures exhibition, food,
non-alcoholic beverages, and two alcoholic beverages. Cost: $30 per person,
$25 members. Sunday mornings at 11:30 a.m.
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Programming presented by

Sponsored by

We’re on a journey to discover better ways of
approaching children’s health. Putting as much focus
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a place for them to thrive. Beyond the expected.
Beyond limits. Leading to the healthiest generations
of children who ever lived.

Well Beyond Medicine
Go well beyond at Nemours.org/Beyond
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LEVE JONES IS A REMARKABLE

man. He is remarkable because he sees
himself, and other LGBTQ pioneers, as
ordinary people who accomplished something
amazing. His reasoning is meant to inspire all
people to doing something great. Everyone,
even the ordinary, can accomplish something
extraordinary.
This is the concept behind
Watermark’s Remarkable
People issue. We set out at
the end of every year to find
10 regular people in Central
Florida and 10 regular people
in Tampa Bay who have
accomplished something to
either draw positive attention
to the LGBTQ community or
something that directly benefits
the LGBTQ community.
We keep a running list of
candidates throughout the year
as we report on what is going
on in our community. We also
ask our readers to throw out

some names of people who they
think have done something
remarkable in the current year.
As much as we wish we did, we
don’t know everything. Often
times we get some amazing
suggestions.
Listing candidates is easy.
There are so many businesses
and organizations working to
elevate our LGBTQ community.
The hard part is whittling that
list down to just 10 people from
each of our two major coverage
areas. We try to make our
finalists diverse, highlighting
different backgrounds,

industries and locations. Our
goal is to bring our readers a
variety of stories showcasing
the good work happening all
around them. We never refer to
this list as the most remarkable,
as to not take away from the
remarkable work of those not
featured, but they are certainly
remarkable. I hope you enjoy
getting to know them.
2021 in itself has been a
remarkable year. Mainly for the
fact that we are still publishing.
As a niche-market newspaper
publisher, I can assure you it is
no small feat to make it to this
side of the pandemic. I am so
proud and grateful to the staff of
Watermark for their continued
hard work and perseverance.
Our viability is in large part, of
course, thanks to our advertisers
that allow us to do what we
love to do. I thank not only our
advertisers, but the readers who
support them.
Our staff has had some
notable milestones in 2021:
Danny Garcia and Sam Callahan
exceeded sales expectations
by more than any year in our
company history, Kathleen
Sadler said goodbye after
seven amazing years so she
could dedicate her time to
raising her beautiful baby, Ryan
Williams-Jent and his husband
purchased their first home and
Ryan was promoted to Managing
Editor, Jeremy Williams landed
the coveted PlayStation 5 and
Dylan Todd and I got married
and are awaiting our closing
date on our home together
before the end of the year. After
more than a year of tragedy,
it’s been incredible to celebrate
these joyous occasions with the
Watermark family.
In my last column of the year,
I like to explore some things I’d
like to see happen in the next
year. I have high hopes for 2022.
First and foremost, I would like
to see an end to the pandemic.
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No more variants, no more
death. I feel like we are close,
so let’s all do our part to help
lessen the spread where we can.
My number one hope,
though, is to see us ask more
questions. If you watch “Ted
Lasso,” you know what I mean. If
you don’t, do yourself the favor
and check it out. It lives up to
the hype. In one very powerful
episode, there is a scene where
the titular character describes
how his father taught him to
be curious. Asking questions
reminds him not to judge people
and helps him understand the
bullying he suffered as a child.
Asking questions helps both
sides of that coin and can make
the world a better place. Be

Everyone, even
the ordinary,
can accomplish
something
extraordinary.

curious, ask questions.
Finally, I’d like to see a
return to the truth. Truth is
tricky because we all have our
own truths. I equate truth with
integrity, so when someone
asks you a question, give them
the truth. In good faith, tell
it like it is. Speak your truth,
whether people like the answer
or not. When we are honest,
when we act in good faith, we
create a foundation of mutual
respect. If we all know where
we are all coming from, we can
truly accomplish something
remarkable.
We strive to bring you
a variety of stories, your
stories. I hope you enjoy this
latest issue.
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central florida news

BILLINGSLEY AWARDED
FOR PRESERVING CENTRAL
FLORIDA’S HISTORY
Skyler Shepard

O

RLANDO | The Orange County Regional History
Center honored Frank Billingsley with the 2021
Donald A. Cheney Award. The annual honor
recognizes the recipient’s dedication to preserving the
long-lasting history of Central Florida.
Billingsley received the award at a Nov. 8 event that
celebrated his retirement after working more than 30
years for the City of Orlando.
The History Center’s executive director, Pamela
Schwartz, surprised Billingsley with the award as she
praised him for his expertise in Orlando-area history
and his enduring support for it.
“Whether knowing some historical fact about
everything that comes up in conversation, or connecting
us to donors, or showing up on my museum’s doorstep
with a box of items he ‘thought might be worth saving,’
Frank has both made history for this community and
championed its preservation,” Schwartz said.
Billingsley has had an impressive repertoire of titles
he’s held throughout his time in Orlando. Even though
he’s from Virginia and earned his degree in community
development at Georgia State University, he moved to
Central Florida in 1989 as a community and business
information manager for the Greater Orlando Chamber
of Commerce. Though Billingsley isn’t originally from
the Orlando area, the work he’s put into bettering the
community is shown through his efforts as the director
of permitting services and the chief of staff for over 10
years for Mayor Buddy Dyer.
Before his retirement, Billingsley served as the city’s
first director of Placemaking and Competitiveness. The
role incorporates economic development and quality of
life betterness for the City of Orlando. Billingsley’s role
allowed him to highlight the beauty and uniqueness
of Central Florida through interactive events like live
music events, art displays and even a pop-up park.
Jacob Stuart, the former GOCC president, finds
Billingsley to be a perfect fit for the Donald A. Cheney
Award. “He’s the most knowledgeable person I know
about general and specific things in our community,”
Stuart said.

(L-R) Donna Dowless, Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer, Frank
Billingsley, Pam Schwartz, Roseanne Harrington.
PHOTO COURTESY ORANGE COUNTY REGIONAL HISTORY CENTER
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READY FOR
RUGBY: Central

Florida gets its first
LGBTQ rugby team,
the Orlando Otters
RFC. LOGO PROVIDED

BY CORY FISHER

Inclusive Club
Orlando gets its first LGBTQ rugby
team — Orlando Otters RFC
Jeremy Williams

O

RLANDO | Cory Fisher
started playing rugby about
three years ago.
“I ran into a friend of mine and
he looked the best he had ever
looked in his life,” Fisher recalls.
“I asked him what he was doing
and he said he started playing
rugby. I was starting to get back
into the gym, started focusing on
wellness and myself, so I joined
our local rugby team.”
That team was the Orlando
Griffins, and while Fisher was
open and accepted by the team
as a gay man, he wanted to
look for more members of the
LGBTQ community who would be
interested in playing.
“The first year I went to the
captain and said I think it would
be great if we advertised our
team as an inclusive team,” Fisher
says. “Their response was we
already are an inclusive team so
we shouldn’t have to advertise
that. And to be fair, we were an
inclusive team so I didn’t feel like

watermark Your LGBTQ life.

it came from a place that was
homophobic.”
As Fisher played, he started
to see other teams had multiple
LGBTQ players and continued to
try and get the team to specifically
market to the LGBTQ community.
“By year three I was over it,”
Fisher says, “and I thought I know
there is a demand for this in the
community. Orlando is one of the
top LGBTQ cities in the country. So
I stepped away from the team and
said when I come back to rugby
I want to make it my own.”
During the pandemic, as
members of the LGBTQ rugby
community were disconnected
from each other, an online
group formed called the
Rainbow Ruggers.
“It was gay rugby players —
across the nation and international
— that came together in a group
to discuss gay culture and the
sport. We started hosting Zoom
calls so we could have that social
interaction we weren’t getting
because of the pandemic,”
Fisher says.
It was in this group that
Fisher expressed his feelings of
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disconnect from the community
and was advised by a friend to
start up his own LGBTQ rugby
team with the International Gay
Rugby league. And so the Orlando
Otters RFC were born.
Fisher reached out to
Jeff Enochs, the southeast
representative for the IGR, on
social media to find out what
he needed to do to get the
Otters set up.
“[Cory] is not the first person
to reach out to me to inquire about
how to start a rugby team but
he’s the first one to take it this
far,” Enochs says. “So we started a
conversation about what the basics
are to get this team off the ground:
Getting the word out, connecting
with local LGBTQ organizations,
getting a practice schedule, getting
a coach; once you get those basics
together everything else will fall
into place.”
Fisher is now working on
getting the team off the ground,
holding the Otter’s first official
get together at Rose Place Park on
Dec. 19 at noon.
“As we begin there are some
things we have to get in line
before we can run full contact
— insurance, coaches, things
like that,” Fisher says. “So what
I’m trying to do, since a lot of
members are going to be new to
rugby, is they come and we will
start with the fundamentals. We
start with fitness levels, then run
touch rugby.”

CENTURY 21
David Dorman

321-218-9100

VIRTUAL TOURS & NOTARY
SERVICES
AVAILABLE

CENTURY 21
David Dorman

2747 S. Maguire Rd., Ocoee, FL 34761
321-218-9100 • DavidDorman.com

Call today
for a free consultation
& demonstration.

Personalize
the holidays!
Why do ordinary when you can do

Extraordinary
Call on Us for amazing custom designs
& Personalized holiday gifts
for your loved ones

1860 FL-436, Winter Park, FL, 32792
(407) 677-8354
www.monarchjewelryandart.com
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tampa bay news

TIGLFF FINDS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Ryan Williams-Jent

T

AMPA | The Tampa Bay International Gay and
Lesbian Film Festival announced Nov. 29 that
Victor Gimenez will serve as the organization’s
new executive director.
Gimenez is the former executive director of South
Florida’s OUTshine LGBTQ+ Film Festival. He served
in the role for six years, overseeing its rebranding,
increase in cash reserves and more.
“Mr. Gimenez will lead TIGLFF into its 33rd year
and out of the pandemic by overseeing all aspects of
the organization from fundraising to programming
and building a new outreach effort in the community,”
TIGLFF shared. “In addition to the annual festival,
which takes place in October, he will oversee newer
programs such as the Trans Film Festival in November
and the BIPOC Festival in June.”
TIGLFF’s inaugural Queer in Color was held June
18-20, designed to elevate LGBTQ cinema focusing
on those who are Black, Indigenous and people of
color for Pride Month and Juneteenth. Its second
annual Tampa Bay Transgender Film Festival closed
out the year Nov. 19-21 during Transgender Day of
Remembrance, highlighting the trans experience on
screen in partnership with St Pete Pride.
The smaller events flanked TIGLFF’s 32nd annual
festival, which marked its return to in-person outings
Oct. 1-10. This year’s first-ever hybrid event allowed
audiences to either stream films from home or attend
screenings in Tampa or St. Petersburg.
“We’re very fortunate to have an organization like
this around, especially after 32 years when so many
others have gone away,” TIGLFF President Rob Akins
said at the time. “Maybe we don’t need to watch
every film in a theater, but it’s still good to be out and
around other people. TIGLFF provides something
that’s needed.”
The organization initially announced its search
for an executive director in 2019. The position was
described as a transformational role and the search was
delayed due to COVID-19.
“We are excited for Victor to join TIGLFF,” Akins now
says. “His years of experience in the industry will be
instrumental in leading the organization and realizing
the board’s vision for TIGLFF, to once again, be a leading
LGBTQ+ arts organization.”
“The Tampa Bay International Gay and Lesbian
Film Festival is at a great crossroads to become a
more vibrant part of the Tampa/St. Pete LGBTQ+
community by not only being an avenue where
great films will be shown,” Gimenez adds, “but also
allowing the community to come together to discuss
those films, learn more about each other and create
meaningful dialogue.”
Planning for TIGLFF’s next screenings are
already underway. Its main festival will return Oct.
7-16, 2022.
To learn more about TIGLFF, each of its events and more,
visit TIGLFF.com.
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OFF SHELVES:

Pinellas County
School officials have
removed “Gender
Queer: A Memoir”
from two of its school
libraries. PHOTO VIA MAIA
KOBABE’S FACEBOOK

Book Ban
Pinellas County Schools remove
LGBTQ book after ‘concerns’
Ryan Williams-Jent

T

AMPA BAY | Pinellas
County School officials have
removed “Gender Queer: A
Memoir” from general circulation
in two of its libraries after the
district “heard concerns” regarding
the LGBTQ-focused graphic novel.
Based in Largo, PCS is the
seventh largest school district in
Florida. It includes Lakewood and
Dunedin High Schools where the
books were removed.
“Gender Queer” was published
in 2019 and is written by
nonbinary author and illustrator
Maia Kobabe, who uses e/em/
eir pronouns. According to Simon
and Schuster, “Maia’s intensely
cathartic autobiography charts
eir journey of self-identity, which
includes the mortification and
confusion of adolescent crushes,
grappling with how to come out
to family and society, bonding
with friends over erotic gay
fanfiction and facing the trauma
and fundamental violation of
pap smears.”

watermark Your LGBTQ life.

Lakewood High School’s
Spartan News Network first shared
that the book had been removed
Nov. 18. According to the student
outlet, PCS Library Media Program
Coordinator Bronwyn McCarthy
instructed the school’s media
specialist Heather Robinson that
“the book needed to be ‘weeded’
due to its controversial nature.”
This resulted in the removal of
a print edition from the school’s
library and the deletion of its
digital version. It was also removed
from Dunedin High School, the
only additional school to offer it.
Robinson told the Tampa Bay
Times that “weeding” books
typically “means culling materials
that are outdated, irrelevant
and unused.” Robinson said she
purchased “Gender Queer” last
year and that it is “definitely a very
timely book for our students.”
Watermark reached out to PCS
which confirmed the book was
taken out of general circulation.
Public Information Officer Isabel
Mascareñas said it remains
available to teachers, school
counselors, social workers and
other district staff.
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“The district heard concerns
regarding the book, which led to
an internal administrative review,”
she explained. “Due to the graphic
illustrated sexual nature of some of
the content, the book was deemed
to not be age appropriate for all
high school students.”
PCS isn’t the first to remove
“Gender Queer” from its libraries.
According to Kobabe, it’s been
banned or challenged in high
schools in at least seven states
across the nation in response to
conservative groups.
Its something the author
recently addressed in a column for
The Washington Post.
“Queer youth are often forced to
look outside their own homes, and
outside the education system, to
find information on who they are,”
e wrote. “Removing or restricting
queer books in libraries and
schools is like cutting a lifeline
for queer youth, who might not
yet even know what terms to ask
Google to find out more about their
own identities, bodies and health.”
The piece also contained
a new comic reflecting on the
censorship. “Please, leave the
queer books on the library shelves,
where the queer teens can find
them,” it reads. “As a queer teen,
I desperately needed them. And
the queer teens of today need
them too.”
To learn more about “Gender Queer:
A Memoir” and Kobabe’s work, visit
RedGoldSparksPress.com.
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state news

MIAMI BEACH ATTACK SURVIVOR RECEIVES SUPPORT FROM LGBTQ COMMUNITY
Jose Cassola via South
Florida Gay News

M

IAMI BEACH, FLA. |
In the weeks after a
25-year-old gay man
was attacked, presumably for his
sexual orientation, South Florida’s
LGBTQ community has rallied
behind Luis Carlos Herrera to
offer support in his time of need.
Herb Sosa, director and CEO of
Unity Coalition | Coalición Unida
and Paul Thomas, chairman of the
LGBTQ Advisory Committee, are
assisting Herrera, a Chilean-born
man who was the victim of a
seemingly random attack in
Miami Beach Oct. 30.
According to a police report,
Herrera and a female friend
were walking just after 1:00 a.m.
when witnesses said Herrera
was attacked by a man and was
given a bloody nose, among other
serious injuries. Herrera said he

12

accidentally brushed up against
one of the male suspects who
became aggressive and struck
him several times.
One witness said she tried to
stand between the male suspect
and Herrera, but then one of
the female suspects grabbed
her by her hair and knocked
her to the ground. Miami Beach
Fire Rescue responded and
treated Herrera on the scene.
He was later transported to
Mount Sinai Hospital, where
he was hospitalized until his
discharge on Nov. 3.
Herrera believes he was
attacked because of his sexual
orientation. “I was celebrating
my friend’s birthday at a gay
bar called Palace, then we left
and I started to hear the taunts
of these guys treating me as
the worst because of my sexual
condition,” Herrera told local
news stations. “…When I tried to
defend myself, I was beaten by

five people and left on the floor
unconscious.”
Herrera, who suffered facial
fractures and brain bleeding, says
things escalated when he was
punched. “Now I’m scared,” he
explains. “I’m panicking about
going out on the street and being
beaten again … I work with
my image, I’m a dancer and a
Zumba teacher.”
Miami Beach police said crime
scene officers were not able to
immediately respond to the crime
due to an active shooting scene
that morning.
Herrera believes the group
of three men of color and
two females were indeed
“homophobic, and I remember
I told them to stop bothering me
and teasing me. Then a person
came over to me and kicked me
in the face, and after that, I don’t
remember anything.”
“I would like justice and
these guys arrested,” he says.
“They should not be out and
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about, because they are a
danger to society, because what
happened to me could happen to
another person.”
A friend of Herrera’s has set
up a GoFundMe page for the
Zumba instructor to assist with
his finances while he recovers.
LGBTQ Advisory Committee
officials shared that they are
speaking with organizations
about Herrera’s GoFundMe to
help him while he’s recovering.
“I’ve been in communication
with Carlos and we will research
what type of supports are
available within our community
to assist him as he recovers from
his injuries,” Thomas says.
As for the involvement of
Unity Coalition | Coalición Unida,
Sosa says that is “simply what
we do and have been doing since
2002, and what needs to always
be done — support, uplift and
lead our community — in the
best and worst of times. What
the community can and should
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do is make sure this horrible
attack does NOT go unpunished,
downgraded, or dismissed as
anything less than the unjustified
brutal hate-driven attack by thugs
on one unarmed human being,
that it was.”
Herrera is grateful for the
community support. “Thank
you very much to all who have
supported me in this difficult
time,” he told Miami Gay News.
“I want to do justice for me and
for all those whose human rights
are taken from them simply
because they are gay, lesbian,
trans, queer, etc. LGTBQ+ persons
are more than a community; for
me, they are my family. Thank you
for not leaving me alone.”
Officer Ernesto Rodriguez,
public information officer
for the Miami Beach Police
Department, says detectives are
still investigating the incident.
Anyone with information is urged
to contact Miami-Dade Crime
Stoppers at 305-471-TIPS.
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HIV/STI Testing
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nation+world news

MATTHEW SHEPARD HONORED AT NAT’L CATHEDRAL
Lou Chibbaro Jr. of
The Washington Blade,
Courtesy of the
National LGBT Media
Association

T

he parents of gay University
of Wyoming student
Matthew Shepard, who was
murdered in a 1998 hate crime that
drew international attention to
anti-LGBTQ violence, were among
those attending a day of religious
services commemorating Shepard’s
45th birthday Dec. 1 at the
Washington National Cathedral.
The services, which the
Cathedral organized in partnership
with the Matthew Shepard
Foundation, included tributes
to Shepard at the Cathedral’s
St. Joseph’s Chapel, where his
remains were interred in a
ceremony in 2018.
“Matthew Shepard’s death is
an enduring tragedy affecting all
people and should serve as an
ongoing call to the nation to reject
anti-LGBTQ bigotry and instead
embrace each of our neighbors
for who they are,” the Very Rev.
Randolph Marshall Hollerith,
Dean of Washington National
Cathedral, said at the time of
Shepard’s interment.
“In the years since Matthew’s
death, the Shepard family has
shown extraordinary courage and

grace in keeping his spirit and
memory alive, and the Cathedral
is honored and humbled to
serve as his final resting place,”
Hollerith said.
The first of the Cathedral’s
Dec. 1 services for Shepard began
at 7 a.m. with prayers, scripture
readings, and music led by the
Cathedral’s Rev. Canon Rosemarie
Logan Duncan. The service was live
streamed on YouTube.
An online, all-day service was
also held from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
that Cathedral officials said was
intended to “connect people around
the world to honor Shepard and the
LGBTQ community and pray for a
more just world.”
The Shepard services concluded
with a 5:30 p.m. in-person
remembrance of Shepard in the
Cathedral’s Nave, its main worship
space. Among those attending
were Shepard’s parents, Dennis
and Judy Shepard, who have said
they created the Matthew Shepard
Foundation to continue their son’s
support for equality for all.
A statement released by the
Cathedral says a bronze plaque
honoring Matthew Shepard was
installed in St. Joseph’s Chapel
to mark his final resting place at
the time Shepard was interred
there in 2018.
Following the Cathedral’s Dec.
1 services for Shepard, the Adams
Morgan gay bar Pitchers hosted
a reception for Dennis and Judy

Shepard, according to Pitchers’
owner David Perruzza.
One of the two men charged
with Shepard’s murder, Russell
Henderson, pleaded guilty to the
charge after prosecutors agreed
not to seek the death penalty for
him. The second of the two men
charged, Aaron McKinney, was
convicted of the murder following a
lengthy jury trial.
Prosecutors said McKinney
repeatedly and fatally struck
Shepard in the head with the
barrel of a handgun after he and
Henderson tied Shepard to a
wooden fence in a remote field
outside Laramie, Wyoming, on Oct.
6, 1998. Police and prosecutors
presented evidence at McKinney’s
trial that McKinney and Henderson
met Shepard at a bar in Laramie
on that day and lured him into
their car, where they drove him
to the field where authorities said
McKinney fatally assaulted him.
Shepard died six days later at
a hospital in Ft. Collins, Colorado,
where he was taken after being
found unconscious while still tied
to the fence.
The judge sentenced McKinney
to two consecutive terms of life in
prison without the possibility of
parole, the same sentence given to
Henderson, after Dennis Shepard
asked the judge not to hand down a
death sentence.

another person to undergo
conversion therapy, removing a
minor from Canada to subject them
to conversion therapy abroad,
profiting from providing conversion
therapy and advertising or
promoting conversion therapy.
A press release the Canadian
government issued said the bill
would allow courts “to order the
seizure of conversion therapy
advertisements or to order their
removal from computer systems or
the internet.”
“The pain and trauma caused
by conversion therapy practices
continue to have a devastating
impact on LGBTQ2 communities
across Canada,” said Ien. “Our

government is focused on
promoting equality rights and
tackling discrimination against
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
queer and two-spirit people.
Criminalizing this practice upholds
basic human rights, while also
ensuring that every Canadian is
free to live their authentic lives.”
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
in a tweet said conversion therapy
“is discriminatory and degrading,
and has had devastating impacts on
LGBTQ2 Canadians.”
“It has no place in our
country,” he said.
Canada would join Malta and
a handful of countries that ban
conversion therapy.

CANADIAN BILL TO BAN CONVERSION THERAPY
Michael K. Lavers of
The Washington Blade,
Courtesy of the
National LGBT Media
Association

T

he Canadian government
introduced a bill Nov. 29
that would ban so-called
conversion therapy in the country.
The bill that Attorney General
David Lametti and Women and
Gender Equality and Youth
Minister Marci Ien introduced
would amend Canada’s Criminal
Code to specifically ban causing
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IN OTHER NEWS
IOWA TRANS STUDENT BANNED
FROM USING BOYS’ BATHROOM
Ethan Stucker, a 16-year-old transgender teen at Spirit
Lake High School in Spirit Lake, Iowa, was abruptly
banned from using the boy’s restrooms after he used
them for three previous semesters without issues
or controversy. Stucker said that several faculty
members informed him that he was now required to
use the unisex bathroom that’s located in the teachers’
lounge or face consequences. A spokesperson for
Dr. David Smith, the superintendent of the Spirit
Lake Community School District, declined comment
instead referring to a statement that said they are
“investigating the current regulations and are sensitive
to both sides of the issue.”

GEORGIA TECH SETTLES LAWSUIT OF
LGBTQ STUDENT KILLED BY COPS
The family of 21-year-old Scout Schultz — an intersex,
nonbinary and bisexual student of Georgia Tech shot
to death in 2017 by university police officers during a
call over a mental health breakdown crisis situation —
settled after the university agreed to pay the family a
$1 million settlement in their case. The lawsuit, filed in
September of 2019 by the parents of the slain student
alleged that one of the responding campus police
officers, 23-year-old Tyler Beck, was inadequately
and improperly trained. In the suit, the Schultze’s
alleged that Beck “had received no training in crisis
intervention.”

TRANSGENDER MAYOR ELECTED
IN BANGLADESH CITY
Nazrul Islam Ritu, a 45-year-old transgender
independent candidate, was elected chair of the
Union Parishad — the equivalent of mayor — in
the Bangladesh town of Trilochanpur Nov. 28. Ritu
garnered 9,569 votes against the Awami League-backed
candidate, Nazrul Islam Sana who received 4,517
votes. Speaking to reporters after her election, Mayor
Ritu said that one of her main goals of is to “eradicate
corruption and uproot the drug menace” in her town of
40,000 people. Speaking to reporters after her election,
Ritu said that one of her main goals of is to “eradicate
corruption and uproot the drug menace” in her town of
40,000 people.

OPENLY GAY MAN ELECTED
TO HONDURAN CONGRESS
Victor Grajeda became the first openly gay
Congresswoman in the Honduras Congress when
he won his election Nov. 28. Grajeda received more
than 100,000 votes and is one of five openly LGBTQ
candidates who ran for Congress. Grajeda will serve
alongside Congresswoman-elect Silvia Ayala of the
leftist Free Party (Partido Libre), who represents Cortés
department in which the city of San Pedro Sula is
located, as her substitute.
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#LOVEHANDLIN

I

Boundaries
F YOU WERE TO SELECT

five words that have been around
you for the past year and a half,
which ones come to mind? Pandemic,
vaccines, masks, Dr. Fauci and
probably distancing. It is interesting
how many interpretations this last
word has depending on the context.

There is no denying that this pandemic has left
us depleted, tired and somewhat isolated. For some
however, distancing themselves from people they
didn’t want in their lives anymore resulted in a
silver lining, yielding an opportunity to set what has
been another buzzword I have heard many times
recently: boundaries.
Of the many buzzwords we have heard during this
pandemonium era most can relate with boundaries
because, at least from the perspective of this global
health crisis, boundaries look like the panacea for
justifying and reclaiming space. For others though,
boundaries can still feel like a foreign concept.
As someone who is a fan of boundaries — whether
emotional, professional, political or romantic —
I believe in the power of establishing your space and
communicating to others what they can and cannot
do. Those unfamiliar with them may feel rejected but
those who understand the message will inevitably
stand back and allow the space to be respected.
I applaud those who are cognizant of the need for
those social lines.
We can read and write paper after paper about the
psychology of boundaries but for the purpose of this
column, where we always try to lift up LGBTQ voices,
I would like to invite the readers to reflect upon the
trend — especially among our familial circles — to
use psychological boundaries to push us aside, thus
avoiding having any contact or conversations about
who we are and what we represent. Clearly marked
spaces between individuals, when properly executed,
can promote advantageous results for both parties,
encourage friendly conversations and sustain the
ever-desired cordiality amongst family and friends.
But what happens when individuals hide themselves
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other. This immediately
brings to my mind the
topic of how internalized
homophobia is still so strong
in many individuals — not
excluding LGBTQ — but
even more hurtful among
those calling themselves
“allies”; but that is a topic for
another time.

are certain in dynamics
like these: emotional
manipulators/abusers and
the enablers. One feeds
on the other until there is
nothing else left on the table.
Interestingly, while in some
cases there is more than
one member of the familial
circle against the LGBTQ

the subject ever again, and
like Father Desmond Tutu
once said, “If you remain
neutral in situations of
injustice, you have chosen
the side of the oppressor.”
Injustices can happen
closer than you think; they
may silently be happening
in your workplace or within

There are many variants
of this scenario in other
family circles and social
spaces, but what keeps
my brain questioning is
how does a matriarch or
patriarch get so emboldened
to create such a caustic
environment for an
entire family?
In conversations with
friends and in my personal
experiences, I have found
there are two players that

individual being present,
most of the time it is only
one individual and a bunch
of enablers around who have
fallen powerless and remain
silent. That right there is
the real emotional abuse:
feeding on the powerless,
enabling behavior of those
who have probably struggled
as well with various other
patterns of abuse. Some feel
so powerless that they use
boundaries to never speak of

your friends and family
circles, and we must not
stand silent. Those who
rescind their power to
others still have a voice,
and it is up to us to speak
up, denounce what is not
right, say what is acceptable
and what can be changed,
even within our own
boundaries. That power
never subsides.

[H]ow does a matriarch or patriarch get so
emboldened to create such a caustic environment for
an entire family?

RENT 25th Anniversary FarewellTour, Credit Carol Rosegg

Jerick Mediavilla

behind barriers to make
us invisible? Isn’t that a
way to psychologically
weaponize boundaries?
I recently read a
description put forth
by Elizabeth Earnshaw,
licensed marriage and
family therapist, in which
she described boundaries
not as a way to keep people
out but rather they are
meant to make it easier
for people to get close.
The behavioral science
behind boundaries does
not represent a complete
disregard for anyone’s
responsibility. Whether
it is in a relationship,
workplace or family circle,
we all play a pivotal role in
establishing and maintaining
a civilized society.
In various conversations
with individuals in situations
where their LGBTQ families
are excluded from social or
family events, they mention
those unwilling to deal with
the subject to implore the
use of boundaries to protect
themselves. As a mental
health ally, it is important
that you consult with a
professional to not only
understand the dynamics
of boundaries but how to
implement them and carry
them successfully.
One of the conversations
I had, which exemplified
boundaries being
weaponized, was with this
acquaintance of mine whose
same-sex partner’s mother
refuses to have family
gatherings where they are
both present. The partner
who is not directly related
to the family is constantly in
touch with their partner’s
sisters, who seem to claim
their support and allyship,
but what baffles the
acquaintance’s mind is how
silent they remain whenever
the matriarch stands on her
two feet and shuns any idea
of the entire family coming
together. For this person,
who is a lauded health
professional, being LGBTQ
seems to be the only aspect
of their life that matters to
others. Not their work, kind
nature, professionalism or
how much they love each
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talking points
[Thank you] for shining a light on the lives and bearing
witness to the many priests, religious sisters and lay
people, who opted to accompany, support and help their
brothers and sisters who were sick from HIV and AIDS at
great risk to their profession and reputation.
– POPE FRANCIS IN A LETTER TO MICHAEL O’LOUGHLIN, AUTHOR OF “HIDDEN MERCY:
AIDS, CATHOLICS, AND THE UNTOLD STORIES OF COMPASSION IN THE FACE OF FEAR”

56 OF 175
COUNTRIES
LOCATIONS
AND

2022 GRAMMY NOMS SHOWCASE LGBTQ NARRATIVES

T

HE NOMINATIONS FOR THE 64TH ANNUAL GRAMMY AWARDS
CEREMONY, TO BE HELD ON JAN. 31, were announced Nov. 23. Topping
the list of nominees were openly gay rapper Lil Nas X for his smash LGBTQ
narrative hit “MONTERO (Call Me By Your Name)” and lesbian country/pop artist
Brandi Carlile for her song “Right On Time.” Nas X celebrated his nominations
for song of the year, record of the year and best music video by thanking fans
in a string of Twitter posts. LGBTQ artists who received Grammy nominations
also include pop star Halsey and singer-songwriter Arlo Parks. The Grammy
Awards ceremony recognizes the best recordings, compositions and artists of
the eligibility year, running from Sept. 1, 2020 – Sept. 30, 2021. The Recording
Academy will present the 2022 GRAMMY Awards live Jan. 31 on CBS and stream
live on Paramount+.

STEPHEN SONDHEIM
DIES AT 91

S

JOSEPHINE HONORED
AT PANTHEON

TEPHEN SONDHEIM,
THE SONGWRITER WHO
RESHAPED AMERICAN
MUSICAL THEATER in the second
half of the 20th century, has died.
He was 91. Sondheim influenced
several generations of theater
songwriters, particularly with such
landmark musicals as “Company,”
“Follies” and “Sweeney Todd,” which
are considered among his best
work. Six of Sondheim’s musicals
won Tony Awards for best score,
and he also received a Pulitzer
Prize for “Sunday in the Park” and
an Academy Award for the song
“Sooner or Later” from the film
“Dick Tracy.” Sondheim has said
that he really only fell in love after
reaching 60, first with dramatist
Peter Jones and then in his last
years with Jeff Romley.

J

OSEPHINE BAKER — THE
U.S.-BORN ENTERTAINER,
ANTI-NAZI SPY AND CIVIL
RIGHTS ACTIVIST — was inducted
into France’s Pantheon Nov. 30,
becoming the first Black woman,
first American born and first
performer to receive the nation’s
highest honor. Baker joined other
French luminaries honored at the
site, including philosopher Voltaire,
scientist Marie Curie and writer
Victor Hugo. Military officers from
the Air Force carried her cenotaph
from the Luxembourg Gardens
to the Pantheon. Baker’s military
medals lay atop the cenotaph, which
was draped in the French tricolor
flag and contained soil from her
birthplace in Missouri, from France
and from her final resting place in
Monaco. Her body stayed in Monaco
at the request of her family.
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HAVE EXPERIENCED

INCREASES IN

LGBTQ ACCEPTANCE

SINCE 1980,
KEVIN SPACEY TO PAY
$31M TO PRODUCERS

K

EVIN SPACEY AND HIS
PRODUCTION COMPANIES
MUST PAY the studio behind
“House of Cards” more than $30
million because of losses brought on
by his firing for sexual misconduct,
according to an arbitration decision
made final Nov. 22. MRC, the studio
behind “House of Cards,” had to
fire Spacey, halt production of
the show’s sixth season, rewrite
it to remove Spacey’s central
character, and shorten it from 13 to
eight episodes to meet deadlines,
resulting in tens of millions in
losses, the arbitration documents
read. A representative for Spacey
did not immediately respond to
an email seeking comment. His
attorneys argued that the actor’s
actions were not a substantial factor
in the show’s losses.

62 COUNTRIES
AND LOCATIONS
HAVE
EXPERIENCED

NO CHANGE,
AND

57 COUNTRIES
AND LOCATIONS
HAVE
EXPERIENCED

A DECLINE.
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—A report from the Williams Institute
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TATIANA
QUIROGA

Come Out With Pride Executive Director

W

BY MAIA MONET, COME OUT WITH PRIDE COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR

HEN I WAS TOLD A COUPLE WEEKS AGO

that my friend Tatiana Quiroga had been named one
of Watermark’s 2021 Remarkable People, I had the
same reaction as I had upon finding out around the same time
that Salma Hayek had just been given a star on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame. Which is to say, surprise that it had taken this
long for her to be recognized for the honor.

Tati is just one of those people
that stand out in any room, even if
like Salma she stands at barely over
5 feet tall. She has that thing that
many of us who grew up in LatinX
families with strong matriarchs
recognize right away: a strength of
character that demands we sit up
and take notice.
The first time I “met” Tati
was over a Zoom call during the
pandemic. I was working for the
One Orlando Alliance and she was
a director at Family Equality. She
had just agreed to step into a
leadership role on the Anti-Racism
Task Force for OOA at the last
minute, and for the first time,
but certainly not the last time,
I marveled at her willingness to
do the hard thing and do it with
a smile. Every time she spoke,
her 20 years of working as
an advocate for social justice,
racial and gender equity,
and the LGBTQ+ movement
showed through. It was
obvious that she knew what
she was talking about and
that we would all do
well to listen to what
she had to say.
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After serving with her on the board of Come
Out With Pride, my admiration and respect for her
have only grown. Almost immediately after being
chosen as the first executive director of COWP, she
helped guide us through the dual historic crises of
what to do about police involvement in Pride and
the resurgence of COVID. Her calm demeanor and
steady hand in no small way led to arguably the
most successful Pride in COWP history. Perhaps
not surprising given the challenges she has had to
overcome in her life as a three-year-old immigrant
from Bolivia and a person living with a hidden
disability. Only a very few know how hard she works
to manage her dyslexia given her leadership duties
that necessitate constant professional written and
verbal communication. Trust me when I say it isn’t
easy for her and makes her all the more remarkable.
On a personal note, Tati has quickly grown into
a trusted confidante and occasional co-conspirator.
She is always there to listen to me when I need a
sympathetic ear and to help me plan how lesbians
can take over the world, or at least Orlando. Even
more importantly to me, she is one of my most
ardent supporters as a trans person and of all
trans people. She recently joined me at services for
Transgender Day of Remembrance and is one of my
few cisgender lesbian friends to ever show up for
me in that way. I am very proud to call her a friend
and even more proud that she has earned the title
of Remarkable Person. Congratulations Tati. It is
well deserved.
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SHEA CUTLIFF

One Orlando Alliance board member
and founder of The R.I.S.E. Initiative

I

BY FELIPE SOUSA-LAZABALLET,
ONE ORLANDO ALLIANCE BOARD CHAIR

WILL NEVER FORGET THE FIRST

time I spoke with Shea. We scheduled a
phone call about the One Orlando Alliance
and her interest in joining our board of directors.

At the One Orlando Alliance,
we believe that those most
impacted by any social problem
should be at the forefront
leading on community solutions.
Shea has brought a wealth of
knowledge and professional
experience on housing, and
we needed help with some
of the initiatives related to
homelessness. We are also
increasing our engagement with
the transgender community
and Shea stood out when she
attended the first National
Trans Visibility March in
Washington, D.C.
I knew Shea embodied
so many of our values, but
I was tasked with talking with

prospective board members to
assess their commitment to our
organization and our collective
mission of true belonging and
equity for all LGBTQ+ Central
Floridians. It didn’t take more
than two sentences into our
conversation for me to realize
I was dealing with a force to be
reckoned with, and I wanted her
on our team.
Since that moment, I have
seen Shea take her rightful
place as a leader in our LGBTQ+
community in Central Florida.
Even as I write this short
piece, I am overwhelmed with
gratitude for the opportunity
to work alongside such an
incredible leader. Her leadership

THOR FALK

Winter Park PRIDE Project Founder

D

BY KELLIE PARKIN, THE PRIDE CHAMBER EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

ID Y’ALL SEE THE PRIDE FLAGS

all over Winter Park this past summer?
The beautiful sight was hard to miss.
And it’s entirely thanks to Thor Falk.
Inspired by the efforts
of his niece’s hometown in
Massachusetts, Thor created the
Winter Park PRIDE Project, a
501(c)3 organization dedicated
to promoting inclusivity
within the city. The Project’s
first year was a huge success,
blanketing Winter Park with
Pride flags, bumper stickers and
other symbols of LGBTQ Pride
throughout the month of June.
He even got the city involved,
raising enough money for them
to post Pride banners on many of
the lamp posts.
His reason for starting
the project? “I believe these
flags will give Winter Park
residents an opportunity to
show their support and, in
doing so, help LGBTQ+ people

of all ages to know they are a
valued part of the Winter Park
community,” Thor said.
A long-time member and
supporter of The Pride Chamber,
Thor’s company Falk Research
was one of our region’s first
certified LGBT Businesses,
and he has spent countless
hours over the years helping
other LGBTQ entrepreneurs
get certified and grow their
businesses.
Thor is one of the
smartest, most thoughtful and
remarkable humans I know.
He has also been the most
pandemic-productive! In
addition to launching WPPP,
his drive for knowledge and
passion for helping people led
him to fulfill two other lifelong
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inspires me to try to become
a better version of myself. It
comes from the heart and it
centers people at the margin of
our community. Central Florida
is lucky to have Shea in it and
her voice is critical as we work
together against transphobic
policies, hateful rhetoric and
ongoing violence against the
trans and Black communities.
She is often the most
levelheaded in any conversation.
It always amazes me how she
can speak her truth and keep
calm. I am lucky to call her a
friend and colleague. I can’t wait
to see what’s next for Shea.

goals this past year - becoming
a realtor and a certified
personal coach.
When asked a while back
about his hard work and
dedication, Thor said, “I believe
we, as business owners, have a
responsibility to demonstrate
how LGBTQ people contribute
fully to society on many fronts,
including business.”
With his wit, charm and
kindness, Thor brightens any
room he’s in. He has this way of
making people feel good about
themselves. He inspires us all to
do more, and to be more.

ANDRÉS
ACOSTA ARDILA

Contigo Fund Community Relations
Manager and Maven Leadership
Collective Program Manager

T

MARCO ANTONIO QUIROGA, CONTIGO FUND
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND CEO

HERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT

Andrés Acosta Ardila.

Whoever meets him can
fall immediately in love
through his playful spirit
and vulnerability. Andrés is
a Colombian immigrant who
moved to Central Florida with
his parents in 1999. He is also
a veteran of the United States
Navy. Two things he wears
proudly. I wasn’t surprised to
learn Andrés was recognized
as one of the Watermark’s Most
Remarkable People of 2021.
Those who know him best say
Andrés has been remarkable his
entire life.
Andrés doesn’t shy away
from sharing his personal
experience to help others
and taking action to address
broken systems. This past year,
Andrés played a critical role
as Contigo Fund’s Community
relations manager, supporting
and building leadership within
Central Florida’s LGBTQ, Black,
Latinx, immigrant community
and other communities of
color. During the earlier stages
of the COVID-19 pandemic
and the historic racial justice
uprisings for Black lives,
Andrés took immediate and
thoughtful action.
Andrés focused his
energy on launching and
supporting, through Contigo,
the Central Florida LGBTQ+
Mutual Aid Network and
COVID Relief Fund and the
LGBTQ+ COVID Emergency
Fund. Andrés also had a
critical role in launching
and supporting the All Black
Lives Fund. Through his
leadership, Andrés made it
possible for Contigo Fund to
put over $600,000 into the
hands of those who needed
it most in 2021.
Another critical
role Andrés played was
organizing Contigo Fund’s
annual Orlando Strong
Symposium. This year,
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Andrés brought together
nonprofit, public, corporate
and philanthropic leaders for a
series of conversations focused
on the future, responding to the
long-lasting disparities in the
LGBTQ+ community caused by
COVID-19 and racial injustice.
Mayor Buddy Dyer and
Commissioners of the City of
Orlando proclaimed February
1, 2021 “All Black Lives Day”
and July 30, 2021 as “Orlando
Strong Symposium Day.” Andrés
surprised us all by organizing
with the city for Orlando’s
downtown skyline lights to
shine Orange in honor of
Contigo’s diverse community
of LGBTQ+ leaders and social
justice allies.
As 2021 ends, it was indeed
the year of Andrés Acosta
Ardila! Through it all, Andrés
had and continues to be there
for all of us. I am thankful that
Andrés is part of The Contigo
Fund family. And we are all truly
fortunate to call him a fellow
Central Floridian!
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KIM MURPHY

Central Florida muralist
ANDRES ACOSTA ARDILA, MAVEN LEADERSHIP COLLECTIVE
PROGRAM MANAGER AND CONTIGO FUND COMMUNITY RELATIONS MANAGER

“I

HELP ORLANDO FEEL SEEN THROUGH ART.”

This is the power punch that launched Kim Murphy’s artistic endeavors in 2021.
Kim has been a long-time advocate and supporter of the LGBTQ+ community.
Her work as a mental health counselor specializing in trans care made her a
well-known figure in our community, but it is Kim’s commitment to our community that
has made her the shining example of allyship we know and love.

Kim’s 2021 mirrors our own journey as
a community. After a hectic 2020 where
she made a shift away from her role as a
mental health therapist, Kim was reborn
in 2021. My personal journey with Kim
goes back to our time together in the
Maven Leadership Cohort. I remember
her desperately wanting to be seen
as an individual and not a part of an

organization. Her fear was ultimately that
she would not be seen by anyone and
blend into the background. In 2021, she
made sure that would not be the case.
Kim put all her efforts into her artistic
work creating murals for The LGBT+
Center Orlando, Seven Bites and the
Orlando Youth Empowerment summit.
She spent countless hours ensuring

STATE REP.
CARLOS GUILLERMO SMITH

L

IDA ESKAMANI, FORMER CHIEF OF STAFF TO REP. SMITH

ET ME TELL YOU ABOUT MY FRIEND, REP.
Carlos Guillermo Smith.

Carlos and I first met in 2011, sharing
a bench on the porch of then-State House
Rep. —now Orange County Tax Collector—
Scott Randolph. That night, they were
hosting a porch party so we could all
meet Rep. Randolph’s new legislative aide,
Carlos. I adored Carlos instantly. He was
smart, funny and kind. When most would
automatically write-off young people in
politics, he wanted to know more about
the work we were doing and support the
campaigns we were building. But what

ERIC ROLLINGS, LGBTQ ACTIVIST AND ENVIRONMENTALIST

Y GOOD FRIEND, MENTOR AND POLITICAL
partner always fights for LGBTQ rights and
environmental issues.

Sen. Stewart has been one of our
strongest allies since she was an Orange
County commissioner, state representative
and now going for her second term as
state senator.
Last year she was able to appropriate
$750,000 for Zebra Coalition and
$150,000 for the LGBT+ Center. Although
approved in the budget, Gov. Ron DeSantis
used his pen to veto the funding that helps
our local organizations. However, Sen.
Stewart never gives up and will ask for the
funding again this year! As a result, there

proving himself time and time again, with
hustle and humility.
I know all of this because over the last
10 years, I’ve had the gift of calling Rep.
Smith my boss, mentor and friend.

This year, in the face of cruel
Republican-led attacks on transgender
youth in the legislature, Carlos led the
fight, centering the stories of trans kids,
mobilizing lawmakers in opposition and
fighting until the final moments of the
bill’s despicable passage.
After Gov. DeSantis broke his own
promise and vetoed critical funding
projects for Pulse survivors and LGBTQ+
people on the first day of Pride Month,
Carlos fearlessly took the governor on —
and he didn’t stop there. This summer,
Carlos joined forces with Florida Center
for Government Accountability in a lawsuit
against the DeSantis state Department of
Health for the agency’s refusal to release
previously public COVID-19 data.
Time and time again, no matter the
odds, Carlos puts Floridians first. In truly
hard, heartbreaking times, I’m grateful for
my remarkable friend, Carlos.

of rape, help the victims. Donna’s Law
removes the statute of limitations for
young women under the age of 18 and the
other law allows the victim to trace the
status of a rape kit.
Sen. Stewart is vice-chair of the
Environmental Committee in Tallahassee
and her efforts to preserve and
protect Florida’s natural resources are
unparalleled in the senate. Working to
protect the manatees is a top concern
for Sen. Stewart. We have lost more than
1,000 manatees due to starvation. Sen.
Stewart is trying to prevent any more
losses by working with federal and state
departments to develop an emergency
feeding program.
This week she will continue her holiday
tradition of baking homemade rum cakes
for all the firefighters in her district.
I am proud of everything you do for
our community. I have learned so much

from you over the years. Thank you for
fighting for us now and in the upcoming
legislative session.

I didn’t know about Carlos at the time was
his remarkable story.
He was born into an immigrant
family of Peruvian and French-Canadian
descent. His mother a teacher, father
a small business owner. He was a UCF
Knight too and, as a student, survived
a horrific homophobic-driven hate
crime. He somehow found power in that
unimaginable pain to commit his life to
service. He volunteered and interned for
every cause and candidate he cared about,

STATE SEN. LINDA STEWART

M

every participant for the National Trans
Visibility March had signs that represented
and captured the essence of the trans
experience. She partnered with Stars of
Hope to honor the lives of the 49 and most
recently created an art installation for the
World AIDS Day celebration in Lake Eola.
Kim is a remarkable person because
she did what most of us only wish and
dream of doing. She took her future into
her own hands and left behind a life of
comfort and security to follow her dream
no matter the challenges ahead, and that is
absolutely remarkable.

seems to be some reassurances that we
will see the funds this year.
Sen. Stewart has requested an “Orlando
United” license plate to be issued by
the State of Florida to directly help One
Pulse Foundation and the LGBT+ Center
with funding from the sale of the plates.
Additionally, Sen. Stewart was awarded
the LGBT+ Center Ally Award that I was
honored to accept earlier this year on
her behalf.
Sen. Stewart is a champion for women’s
rights, passing two laws that, in cases
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MAYOR
JERRY L. DEMINGS

JEN VARGAS

Orange County

Host and programmer
for Florida’s FilmSlam

BY EARL CRITTENDEN JR., CHAIR OF THE NATIONAL PULSE
MEMORIAL BOARD OF TRUSTEES

BY JAY DE LOS SANTOS, CO-PROGRAMMER FOR
FLORIDA’S FILMSLAM

T

HE LEADERSHIP GODS HAVE

really put Jerry Demings to the test in the
past five years.

During the early hours of
June 12, 2016, Demings — then
serving as Orange County Sheriff
— was bravely front and center
with first-responder leaders
at the Pulse nightclub terrorist
attack. Orlando had never seen
such mayhem and sadness. The
world watched in horror, and
our community still grieves the
loss of 49 angels.
As a longtime friend and
chair of the National Pulse
Memorial’s board of trustees,
I have had the distinct pleasure
of working with Mayor Demings
in several different capacities
over the years. Ever since his
2008 election as Sheriff, he
has become one of the most
respected voices in Orange
County and the Central
Florida region.
Fast forward to the early
months of 2020 and the
beginning of Demings’ most
recent challenge – the novel
coronavirus pandemic. Arguably,
his steady and effective
management of Orange
County’s response to COVID-19
has also been his biggest
accomplishment to date.
Neither the Pulse tragedy
nor the pandemic had any sort
of how-to manual to which
leaders could refer. As mayor,
Demings trusted his specific
suit of leadership qualities
to pull our region out of the
abyss of COVID-19 shutdowns
and economic panic. Always a
gentleman and exuding humility,
he was thoughtful, data-driven
and calm in his near-daily news
briefings to our community.
The Demings administration
showed empathy and
compassion in its rapid delivery
of vaccines to residents.
Through the work of Orange
County Government, Federal
Retail Pharmacies and other
community partnerships, more
than 2 million vaccines were
administered throughout
the county, which has helped
to vaccinate nearly 70% of

residents who are 5 years old
and older with at least one dose.
Such success surely lies with the
fact the county was immediately
proactive in addressing the virus.
When the first local case was
diagnosed, the county went from
handing out personal protective
equipment to rapidly securing
and staffing testing sites. All
hands were on deck.
When the Delta variant arose
a few months ago, an emphasis
on testing returned. At its peak,
the county was administering
more than 6,000 tests a day.
To date, more than 20 million
facemasks have been distributed
and over 550,000 tests have
been administered. Orange
County is widely considered a
national leader in its positive
and effective handling of
the pandemic.
Worldwide pandemic
fatigue — fueled by anti-vaxxers
and certain nations woefully
undersupplied with vaccines
— is likely to linger a bit longer.
While our national vaccine
and mask conversations can
be quite divisive and bitter,
Orange County is thankfully
mostly an outlier. We are lucky
to have Mayor Jerry Demings
as our leader.
In a word, he is, well,
remarkable.

J

EN VARGAS IS A FIERCE, LIFELONG
advocate for equality and inclusivity.

She works with The Center
Orlando to help coordinate
appearances of Angel Action
Wings, a dedicated group of
volunteers formed shortly after
June 12, 2016, who have donated
countless hours of their time to
help comfort our community.
Volunteers stand strong and
proud, wearing 7-foot PVC wings
to honor those slain at Pulse.
As one of Angel Action Wings’
original volunteers — whether
in a sling or a scooter — Jen
has always shown up and has
never missed a request for the
Angels to appear.
Most don’t realize how
much Jen does to help people
in and outside of our Central
Florida community — and she

GINGER MINJ

Orlando-based drag icon and entertainer
CEEJAY RUSSELL, TVLAND LIVE PRODUCTION MANAGER AND
HUSBAND TO GINGER MINJ

T

HE DICTIONARY DEFINES

extraordinary as “very unusual or
remarkable. Unforgettable.” I define it as
Joshua Eads, AKA Ginger Minj. As a person, as a
husband, as an artist and as a friend, he is very
unusual and remarkable. Unforgettable.
The world knows Ginger
Minj, the drag queen who has
stared in movies, TV Shows,
released albums and toured the
world. Very few know the person
behind the makeup and wigs.
Joshua is one of the most selfless
people I have ever known. They
would give you the shirt off
their back but then read you to
filth for not having your own.
Joshua is a driving force behind
uplifting and supporting local
talent, not just in Orlando but
all over the world. Ginger has
been a focal point in the Orlando
drag scene now for well over a
decade, performing at Pulse to
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prefers it that way! During the
COVID lockdown, Jen clocked
hundreds of miles across Central
Florida as a volunteer driver
for Orlando Face Mask Strong
and the Million Mask Challenge
which helped deliver hand sewn
face masks to local hospitals
and organizations who needed
them quickly. Online, Jen was
part of the original 20+ person
global Facebook moderation
team for Open Source COVID-19
Medical Supplies, which
provided local makers with
sourced links to designs and
support in organizing local value
chains to create and distribute
much needed protective
gear and equipment with
local communities.

Her biggest passion project is
FilmSlam at the Orlando Museum
Of Art, where she serves as host
and producer. Born of the need
for local filmmakers to meet,
screen and collaborate, FilmSlam
debuted in 2004. Jen has been
involved for nearly all 18 years!
When FilmSlam lost its longtime
venue in 2019, Jen stepped up,
evolving FilmSlam into a 501(c)3
nonprofit to preserve FilmSlam’s
place in the community and to
ensure that FilmSlam would
continue, promoting inclusivity,
experimentation, creativity,
constructive feedback and
positive support for filmmakers
of all levels.

and drag royalty Carmella
Marcella Garcia!
And as they say the rest
of Herstory!
Ginger has NEVER lost sight of
lifting up others and supporting
those around her. She is a light
and beacon for those who need
advise, an ear or even just a hug.
I know my life has been changed
so much since we started dating
back in 2015. I love you babe,
FOREVER PLUS A DAY!

Parliament House. The energy
that Ginger brings to any stage
they are on is one of a kind.
Ginger can go from Broadway
performances to Top 40.
Ginger started their journey
in Leesburg, Florida, and as
Ginger states it’s 45 minutes
from Orlando and 45 years
behind it, culturally. Ginger’s
first time in drag was with “BOYS
BOYS BOYS” at the Orlando
Fringe Festival in 2005 and then
continued doing it at Sleuths
Mystery Dinner Show. They then
were taken under the wing by
Rusty Faucet, an Orlando legend,
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Events, days, dates, times, performers
and prices are subject to change without notice.
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WED • DEC 22 • 7PM

JAN 11-16
It’s 1985: an unprecedented
epidemic and social unrest
compete for the soul of our
nation as Romeo and Juliet, the
offspring of sworn enemies,
defy the world they inhabit by
choosing love over hate.

JAN 12 – FEB 6
SHARE THE

DEC 17-19

MORSANI HALL
SPONSORED BY
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MONICA
SEREDA

M

Team USA Paralympic Cyclist
BY SAMANTHA WINTERBERG, MONICA’S PARTNER

ONICA SEREDA IS AMERICA’S GIRL. 2021

marked the comeback year for this disabled army veteran,
who trained rigorously for more than five years to earn
a place on the 2020 Tokyo Paralympic Cycling team.

Despite multiple disabilities including a
traumatic brain injury, 23 surgeries including
a recent surgery to repair her torn shoulder,
she pushed every day to overcome her
limitations and maintain focus on her goal to
ride for the U.S.A in Tokyo this year.
In May, Monica finished 1st in Belgium
during the World Cup earning two gold medals,
two silver medals in the Paracycling Open in
Huntsville, and another silver medal in the
Paralympic Trials in Minneapolis. This secured
her spot with only five other women on
paracycling team.
During the Paralympics in Tokyo this
year, she impressed the world by finishing
4th overall in the road race and 7th in the
time trial. She returned from her Paralympic
debut honored to represent the U.S. but
disappointed that she was just one step away
from the podium.
She is back training with sights set on the
Paralympic Games in Paris 2024.
COVID restricted most of the sponsor and
fundraising events she attends every year,
but Monica brought her charitable spirit to
her community. The homeless wave “good
morning, Monica!” on her cycling route. They
know her name because she brings them
blankets, food and suitcases to keep their
clothes dry. She offers them kindness and
dignity, rarely bestowed.
Monica used the time since COVID to
support her teammates and stay positive
despite quarantine and the cancellation of the
2020 Paralympics. She knows what it’s like to
have to fight and rebound.
From the war-ravaged battlefields in
Panama, Saudi and Iraq to the relentless effort
to represent this nation in Tokyo, Monica has
sacrificed most of her adult life in honor of our
stars and stripes.

Enduring the fear of military
expulsion for being gay, then
marginalization during
the Don’t Ask, Don’t
Tell directive, Monica
continued her 24-year
army career retiring
as decorated Master
Sargent in 2011.
When I asked
how she felt about
it, she said “I was
willing to die
for every man,
woman and child
in this country,
even the ones
that disapproved
of me. Now I ride
for them, but I’m
doing that as an
openly gay American.
I’m proud to wear the
American flag on my
jersey near my heart.”
American spirit is
what Monica Sereda
demonstrates with her
national pride and unyielding
enthusiasm of service to
this country and her local
community.
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Love your selfies.
Here’s one from us!
XO, Grandma
Irresistible belly laughs over shared meals with friends.
The thrill of visiting faraway lands with virtual reality.
Sharing your passions and discovering new interests.

Schedule your private tour.
Call 727-202-3474 today.
Scan with phone camera, or visit
wrcsenses.com/bocaciegabay.

1255 Pasadena Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33707
bocaciegabay.watermarkcommunities.com
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Skilled Nursing at the Springs, Operated by Summit Care Inc.
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TUE & WED

FRI FEB

JANUARY

04

18 & 19
RUTH ECKERD
HALL

RUTH ECKERD
HALL

WED FEB

SPECIAL GUEST STAR MIRROR BALL CHAMPION

KAITLYN BRISTOWE

09

BILHEIMER
CAPITOL THEATRE

2 SHOWS

WED FEB

16

RUTH ECKERD
HALL

TUE & WED

WED APR

MARCH

06

22 & 23
RUTH ECKERD
HALL

RUTH ECKERD
HALL

FRI APR

FRI SEP

15

02

TAMPA
THEATRE

RUTH ECKERD
HALL

Every Ticket Purchase And Donation Enables Ruth Eckerd Hall To Continue Its Line-Up Of Amazing Shows And Education Programs.

RuthEckerdHall.com

Artists, days, dates and times subject to change.
Ruth Eckerd Hall, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization
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RAJENDRA
RAMOON MAHARAJ

American Stage Producing Artistic Director

I

BY ANASTASIA C. HIOTIS, AMERICAN STAGE BOARD CHAIR

F YOU HAD ASKED RAJENDRA AT THE

beginning of 2021 where he would be in
December, he probably wouldn’t have said,
“living in St. Pete, running the Tampa Bay area’s
longest-running professional theatre,” but fate had
different plans.
This year Rajendra made
history twice. First, at the
Metropolitan Opera in New York
where he helped “shake the
stage” as the Assistant Director
for “Fire Shut up in my Bones,”
the first BIPOC-written, -directed,
-produced and -cast opera ever to
be performed at the Met. It was
a historic turning point for the
performing arts in this country.
Rajendra took that momentum
and next brought it with him to
Florida. He achieved another
milestone as the first BIPOC
Producing Artistic Director
to lead a multimillion-dollar
theatre company.
Rajendra brings an impressive
multi-disciplinary career and
award-winning body of work to
American Stage that bridges a
wide range of exciting creative
skills and notable experience as
an artist and administrator. He
recently served as the Associate
Artistic Producer of Milwaukee
Repertory Theater, a highly
respected nationally known LORT
regional theatre. Before that he
was the Artistic Director of New
Freedom Theatre in Philadelphia
and Rebel Theatre in Brooklyn.
Rajendra is now taking all his
experience and using it to help
shape American Stage into a
community center for all kinds of
artists. His dream is for people of
all walks of life to feel welcomed
and honored at our theatre, and
he’s not wasting any time in
working towards that goal.
One of the new programs
he’s already started
at American Stage is
Partners With A Cause.
Each production this
season American
Stage is partnering
with another local
non-profit that is
uplifting members
of the community.
Through the
run of our

shows we are not only hosting
community conversations with
representatives from these groups,
but raising additional funds to
support them.
Rajendra is a master of words
and I could never claim to be
as eloquent as he is. So I leave
you his vision for the future of
American Stage.
“As a leading cultural
cornerstone, American Stage is
uniquely positioned to create
lasting positive change within
Tampa Bay and beyond,” he says.
“More than ever, our theatre is
a spiritual and social mirror of
its time, holding the power to
create bridges between disparate
communities, bring us together
to examine varying worldviews,
and address community needs in
creative ways. American Stage will
continue our necessary work as
a civic and artistic multicultural
institution in 2022, utilizing
robust partnerships, the creativity
of our artists, and pride in our city
to help move St. Pete forward.”

JORDAN LETSCHERT

A

Project Pride President

BY KATIE MCCURRY, PROJECT PRIDE CO-FOUNDER

SARASOTA NATIVE, JORDAN

Letschert grew up on a much younger and
more modest Siesta Key after his family
arrived to the U.S. from Holland.

Despite a family legacy of
owning and operating some of the
most celebrated restaurants and
businesses in the area, he chose to
pursue his lifelong dream in law
enforcement. He was sworn in as a
police officer with the Richardson
Police Department in Texas. Jordan
graduated as the Salutatorian of
his regional police academy class,
serving 125,000 residents.
Jordan was one of 100 Police
Officers who filed an amicus brief,
in both the 11th Circuit Court of
Appeals and in the U.S. Supreme
Court in the historic Obergefell
case that secured marriage
equality. He married his husband
Robby in 2015 and they have a
son Kellan, born in 2016. They
are both advocates for LGBTQ
surrogacy and adoption.

TREVOR JAMES
PFLAG Tampa President

W

BY NANCY DESMOND, PFLAG TAMPA FOUNDER

HAT A YEAR IT HAS BEEN FOR

Trevor! He has involved himself in
leadership roles in many LGBTQ
organizations and, more than that, he has been
pro-active and effective in all of them.

Starting with Tampa Pride,
Trevor became the vice president
of administration and sponsorship.
He created the theme for the
upcoming Tampa Pride and
events which will highlight LGBTQ
Ball Culture and has shown his
leadership chops through his
oversight of Tampa Pride’s highly
successful, inaugural Pride on
the River last September. Filled
with challenges on so many levels,
he was always the first to pick
up the phone or send an email
to understand the issues and
negotiate good outcomes. I have
been involved with Tampa Pride
since its inception and, frankly, we
have never had a volunteer be so
invested and effective. Our future
has never looked better, in no small
part because of Trevor.
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Jordan now serves as board
president of Project Pride SRQ,
an LGBTQ-based 501(c)(3)
organization in Sarasota. In 2021,
despite the COVID-19 pandemic,
Project Pride SRQ celebrated
many successes including kicking
off the largest celebration of
June Pride Month in Sarasota’s
history, marching the now-700-ft.
inclusive rainbow flag over the
John Ringling Bridge, leading a
month-long call for businesses,
residents, and government
buildings to light up in rainbow
colors, a Pride Car Parade and
more. We also launched a virtual
talk show interviewing local
leaders and led multiple food
drives, installed a city-approved
inclusive rainbow street mural,
and secured Sarasota’s first ever

But, that’s not all he has been
up to this year. A longtime member
of PFLAG Tampa, this year Trevor
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Proclamation declaring June as
Pride Month.
Project Pride SRQ is proud
to partner with many local
organizations and received
the 2021 Community Partner
in Equality Award from
Equality Florida.
All of this would not have
been possible without Jordan’s
leadership and determination to
support the LGBTQ community.

stepped up to take on the role
of president. He coordinated
Tampa’s first officially recognized
Transgender Day of Remembrance
event and obtained a proclamation
from the mayor. He has also taken
on the role of facilitator for PFLAG
Tampa’s monthly meetings and in
August, organized PFLAG Tampa’s
10-year anniversary gala.
Trevor has a seat on the Human
Rights Board at the City of Tampa.
Recently he has been working on
housing issues for marginalized
groups, particularly Black and
Brown communities, and has
heeded the advice of groups like
the ACLU when considering these
issues. He doesn’t mess around.
One more. Trevor heads the
diversity group at his place of
business and can often be seen
volunteering for various charities.
I think the world of Trevor, and
I believe his is a name that will
become well known, either in the
advocacy field or perhaps even
politically. Trevor was actually on
the board of GLSEN Tampa Bay
when he was still in high school.
Everyone who knows Trevor loves
him, and thinks of him as one of
the most capable and passionate
people they have ever met.
And, still in his early 20s, he’s
really just getting started.
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MORGAN LE SHADE

M

Photographer and Show Director
AARON ARBO, MORGAN’S PARTNER

ORGAN, THE SELF-PROCLAIMED

shadiest man in Tampa Bay, is in all reality an
exceptional human being not only for the year of
2021 but in general.
His incredible work within the LGBTQ
community as well as my life partner has
shown me that there’s a lot more to him
than meets the public eye. Throughout
the last few years of the pandemic, he has
struggled but overcome many obstacles
as a self-employed Black entrepreneur,
like having to leave a corporate job
and take a leap of faith on his own
talents as a photographer. He’s beaten

all odds and proven himself by being
successfully booked and blessed by the
very community he supports day in and
day out. Sadly last year was a hard one for
Morgan as he unfortunately lost one of
the most important men in his life due to
COVID, his father.
While coping and dealing with this
tremendous loss I watched Morgan
manage to both keep his mother in good

DAVID FOOTE

Grand Central District
Association Executive Director

D

BY CAROLYN GAMBUTI, HISTORIC KENWOOD NEWS EDITOR

AVID MAKES

things happen. He’s the
guy you go to if you
need help with creativity or
collaboration.
A college educator, artist and
graphic designer, he has over 36
years of experience in graphic design
and advertising, including 17 years
in education.
Currently, as GCDA Executive
Director, he works with local community

MICKEY STONE

W

ALSO Youth Executive Director
BY MARY TAVAROZZI, ALSO YOUTH BOARD PRESIDENT

HEN SOMEONE CAN FIT OVER A YEAR’S

worth of accomplishments in under five full
months, that is the definition of remarkable.

ALSO Youth is so proud of Mickey, who

was hired in June while our centers were
primarily operating virtually with limited
hours. The Board asked him to focus on
getting our Sarasota drop-in center and
our newly established Bradenton center
fully reopened.
We honestly believed this would take
at least six months, but Mickey hired an
energetic and creative team. Together

they had both spaces fully reopened by
September with exciting programming.
For a new executive director to hire
staff, reopen two centers and implement
five days per week of programming so
soon would be an incredible achievement,
but he didn’t rest there. Mickey quickly
applied for a multitude of grants to fund
new programming, a direct response to
requests from the community.
Mickey’s proposals were very
successful and led to ALSO Youth creating
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health as an only child and ensure his
thriving photography business kept
going. As a show director, he continues to
produce and host his incredibly successful
evening The Shade Showcase at City
Side Lounge.
He had previously hosted this event
monthly at Flamingo in St. Petersburg,
which was well known in Tampa Bay,
and was seamlessly able to relocate
this diverse, open and inclusive night
to Tampa without ever skipping a beat.
All of the shows he has produced in the
last year have been nothing but diverse;
showcasing many local talents of all races,
genders and skillsets. In my opinion, he’s
produced numerous first-of-their-kind
shows in the Tampa Bay region.
I personally am so proud to be his
partner and know he is very humbled to
be receiving this recognition as one of
Watermark’s Remarkable People of 2021.

I look forward to continuing to watch him
thrive and anticipate nothing but great
things for this talented photographer.

organizations and Main Street businesses
to provide design and creative services.
He also created the rainbow-colored
Grand Central banners along Central Ave.
Having a talent for bringing people
together, David was one of the driving
forces behind the inaugural Halloween on
Central event in October, which drew over
50,000 people. With leadership from the
Downtown Partnership, Car-Free St Pete
and EDGE District, changemakers were
able to craft a plan for the city to shut
down 22 blocks of Central Ave. to provide
a car-free boulevard for attendees to enjoy
local businesses, vendors and performers.
Bringing people back to the roots
of Grand Central and tapping into the
DNA of the district is important to David.
Diversity and inclusivity are hallmarks of
the District, the birthplace of St Pete Pride.
The Metro LGBTQ Welcome Center and a
variety of events like Come OUT St. Pete

create an inclusive atmosphere all year
long, not just in June.
Additionally, the vibrant
neighborhoods on either side of the Grand
Central District are key to its success.
“Where the Locals Go” is the district’s
motto, for good reason. David has been
able to tap into the personalities of the
people and businesses, building on what
they have now and looking forward to the
future and visions of what can be.
There’s always a lot to do in Grand
Central, thanks to David. He has served
on the Historic Kenwood Neighborhood
Association board, as have I. As a friend
and colleague, he is someone that
I truly admire and respect. David is very
deserving of this honor; it will be one of
many that he will receive in his lifetime.

new services for youth ages 10 to 12 with
ALSO, Jr.. The pandemic has been a terrible
strain on all of us and for LGBTQ youth,
the isolation from their community and
for some the challenges of their home
environment has resulted in the need for
more sustained mental health treatment
and support.
Mickey quickly identified these
needs and grant funds were targeted for
providing mental health support. Through
his quick action and organization, funding
was secured to allow ALSO Youth to
provide an LGBTQ-affirming therapist
for individual therapy session for our
youth at no cost. This will be an ongoing
program and fills an important need for
our LGBTQ youth.
It is an honor to write about Mickey
as one of the 2021 Remarkable People.
His efforts to reopen and expand the
ALSO Youth programs and services to

LGBTQ youth this year were nothing short
of amazing.
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direct to you
with no regular office visits required

MONTHLY PAYMENTS AS LOW AS

63

$

†*

Get the smile you’ve always wanted
from home with CoastClear Aligners
FREE Teeth Whitening and InteliSonic Sterling Toothbrush with Purchase
^*

‡*

(844) 6-SMILES | CoastClearAligners.com
†Free Consultation. CLRFC. ADA 9310. Save $163. Free Take-Home Whitening. ADV– Free Whitening Special–Marketing 2020. $25 value. Free INTELISONIC. $169.99 value, while supplies last. Coast Clear Aligners. ADA D8040
or D8090. Full price: $2,500 up to 40 aligners. Finance: $2,500. $63.35 monthly payment plan based on 60-month CareCredit interest financing with 17.9% APR. Available to qualified applicants. Alternative financing and
terms may be available. Ask office for details. * Minimum fee only. Fee may vary with complexity of case. ADDITIONAL CHARGES MAY BE INCURRED FOR RELATED SERVICES WHICH MAY BE REQUIRED IN INDIVIDUAL CASES.
(FL PATIENTS ONLY - THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT, OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE, EXAMINATION, OR
TREATMENT THAT IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED FEE, OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE, EXAMINATION, OR TREATMENT.) The dentists
and hygienists are employees or independent contractors of Coast Florida, P.A., Coast Dental, P.A., (Adam Diasti, DDS, DN12490). Coast Dental Services, LLC complies with applicable Federal civil rights laws and does not
discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex. © 2021 Coast Dental. All rights reserved. CD-103244-3 R08/21
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PRIYA RAJKUMAR

Metro Inclusive Health
Chief Operating & Programs Officer

I

BY BRIAN BAILEY, METRO INCLUSIVE HEALTH
CHIEF MARKETING & EXPERIENCE OFFICER

N 2020, THE PANDEMIC CREATED

unprecedented challenges in navigating how
to safely provide healthcare services.

Astoundingly, Metro Inclusive
Health managed to add over
2,400 new patients that year.
Regardless of the impact, it was
peanuts compared to 2021.
Every development, CDC
guidance point or COVID variant
results in an ever-evolving set
of operating protocols. Each
created a new challenge in
maintaining the continuum
of care for over 100 services
and programs while sustaining
mobile health outreach
and essential community
programming for youth, young
adults and seniors.
Through it all, Metro has been
a model of planning, execution
and delivery under the guidance
of Priya Rajkumar and a team of
highly skilled medical providers,
communicators and outreach
professionals.
Even in the midst of
navigating the challenges of
day-to-day operations, Metro
never skipped a beat in their
effort towards ending the HIV
epidemic. In fact, as one of
the first agencies to provide
COVID-19 vaccinations in the
region, they were able to tap
their highly successful outreach
model for HIV education, testing,
prevention and treatment
towards vaccine distribution.
In tandem with weekly
walk-in vaccine clinics, the
organization mobilized a
multi-pronged approach
to getting vaccines into
communities experiencing
barriers to care and/or
disinformation. The
effort employed
both digital and
traditional tactics
including on the
ground street
teams providing
one-on-one
education. So
far, the org
has delivered
nearly 6,000
doses, and

will continue the effort
well into 2022.
Writing this on the heels
of the Biden administration’s
revised plan for Ending the HIV
Epidemic, it’s clear that the CDC
is learning from the successful
tactics employed by frontline
organizations such as Metro.
Reading the executive summary
is a bit like looking at a dossier
of efforts by the organization
over the past year and a half.
With a nearly 30-year history
in Tampa Bay that started in
HIV, it all may just sound like
experience, but Priya knows that
there’s no such thing as “one
size fits all.” With that first-hand
perspective, she’s spent nearly
12 years as a driving force
behind the expansion of services
to include behavioral health and
primary care, to name a very few.
Today, the organization is
considered the second largest
LGBTQ focused health and
community center in North
America, next to Los Angeles’
LGBT Center. Impressive given
it all started with a single
service in the basement of a
community church.

JAY MIAH

J

Tampa Bay-based entertainer
BY LAURA HARTMAN, ENTREPRENEUR

AY HAS NEVER CONFORMED TO THE
status quo. When his mind is set on
something, he will make sure it manifests.
Two
years ago,
he left a
retail

FAITH MOELLER

W
came out.

PFLAG RIVERVIEW PRESIDENT
BY CINDI GRACE MILLER, CINDI GRACE INC. CEO
Faith inspires me and as
I watch her leadership, love and
kindness, my heart continues
right away she was an amazing ally,
to grow fonder. I am honored to
work that began after her daughter
work alongside her and to call
her a friend.

HEN I MET FAITH, I KNEW

That’s when she became
the fierce woman she is today
because she knew she had
to support her in every way
possible. In the process she lost
many friends and the support of
her church, but built a massively
supportive network of allies and
started PFLAG Riverview. Within
weeks of its launch, COVID
hit and they could no longer
meet in person.
While many PFLAG chapters
struggled with membership
during this time, the Riverview
chapter exploded. They could
only meet on Zoom but that
didn’t deter her. She began to
tap into local networks and
became known as a beacon of
light for anyone struggling with
their identity. This year the
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career to pursue professional
singing, committing to always
live in integrity no matter the
opportunity. This enlightened
rebel has done so since a choir
director told him at 11 that “boys
sing tenor, not soprano.”
Jay is designed to break
barriers and carries a sense
of freedom everywhere he
goes. One of his superpowers
is choosing to lead through
influence. For 10 years Jay
found refuge in the drag
community and found comfort
using this creative art form –
and in April, he accepted a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
to audition for a digital singing
competition among thousands of
other applicants.
“Alter Ego” on FOX flew Jay and
49 other singers to LA, where he
was judged on his voice and not

his appearance. Only the top 20
singers made it to the live studio
recording, had an opportunity
to create a digital avatar and be
featured on national TV.
By name, the digital avatar
Nevaeh King will forever embody
his late friend’s spirit as Jay
continues to break the stigma
around ending workplace
bullying. He chose to share
that story on FOX before
singing a powerful song to
the competition’s high-profile
judges will.i.am, Grimes, Alanis
Morissette and Nick Lachey.
The “Alter Ego” experience
was a humble reminder to be
comfortable in your own skin
because what others think of
you is not your business. Jay has
always had the ability to think
independently of any given
circumstance and that is how he
fearlessly inspires others to live
their authentic self. As he always
says, “art has many forms.”

chapter was recognized as one
of the top four in the U.S. for its
exponential growth. It currently
has well over 100 members.
While building PFLAG
Riverview she worked in a local
event center and convinced
them to start doing same-sex
weddings and showcasing
their support for the LGBTQ
community. She also started an
outreach specifically to LGBTQ
youth and advocates for young
people in schools.
Faith is on the front lines in
fighting for LGBTQ rights and
in helping organize local Pride
events. Her energy amazes me
and she always has a smile on
her face. As a woman of trans
experience I cannot imagine a
better ally for our community.
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mind
body
soul
you
are
welcome
here
O R L A N D O’ S B E S T O N T H E WO R L D’ S S TAG E

JANUARY 14 & 16

CCUORLANDO.net
your home for spiritual growth

Greek, Mediterranean,
and Vegeterian Cuisine

WE HAVE A LOT TO THANK
THE GREEKS FOR...
MEDITERRANEAN BLUE
IS JUST ONE MORE.

435 E. Michigan St.,Orlando, FL 32806
www.mediterraneanblue.net
407-422-2583

featuring 250+ artists

C H O I R & O RC H E S T R A |

I M P ROV CO M E DY

M O D E R N DA N C E & B A L L E T | F O L K
S P O K E N WO R D | A S I A N - L AT I N F U S I O N
H I P- H O P, O P E R A & JA Z Z F U S I O N

tickets from $35: drphillipscenter.org
P R E M I E R D I N N E R R EC E P T I O N AVA I L A B L E

GRAND OPENING
CELEBRATIONS
SPONSORED BY

ALSO SUPPORTED BY

KO B R I N FA M I LY F O U N DAT I O N

C H U C K & M A RG E RY PA B S T S T E I N M E T Z

ANONYMOUS

J OYC E T. G R E E N

O ROSZ FA M I LY F O U N DAT I O N

LY N N & J O E CO N T E

B O B VA N D E RW E I D E & S H E L BY N O RW I C H

GRAND CELEBRATION
SEASON SUPPORTED BY
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Andrew Levitt talks Nina West
and touring ‘Hairspray’

J

Ryan Williams-Jent

OHN WATERS’ “HAIRSPRAY” WAS RELEASED

in 1988, a PG-rated departure from his X-rated catalogue.
It was billed as “the ‘60s comedy that shows no mercy,”
but in the years since the writer, director and LGBTQ icon
has christened it “the gift that keeps on giving.”

That’s because it was adapted for
Broadway in 2002, where it won eight
Tony Awards including Best Musical,
and once again in 2007 for the silver
screen. NBC subsequently presented
“Hairspray Live!” in 2016 and last month,
Broadway’s creative team reunited to
launch a new national tour.
“Join 16-year-old Tracy Turnblad in
1960’s Baltimore as she sets out to dance
her way onto TV’s most popular show,”

its synopsis reads. “Can a girl with big
dreams (and even bigger hair) change
the world?”
Its latest iteration is led by Andrew
Levitt, “RuPaul’s Drag Race” alum Nina
West. He plays Tracy’s mother Edna,
following in the footsteps of drag legend
Divine, who originated the role on film
and Broadway mainstay Harvey Fierstein,
who brought her to life onstage.
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Watermark spoke with Levitt ahead
of the tour’s sole stop in Tampa Bay or
Central Florida at Lakeland’s RP Funding
Center on Dec. 27 about all things
“Hairspray,” “Drag Race” and Nina West.
WATERMARK: WHAT DREW
YOU TO THE STAGE?

Andrew Levitt: I remember the first
time I saw the national tour of “CATS,”
when I was maybe four years old. I was
so mystified by it and deeply impacted.
I think that’s kind of where I started to
have my first love of theater, or at least
live performance, but I grew up in a
house where music was always playing.
My grandparents and my parents were
always playing cast recordings and
soundtracks. I just had a vast, wide
exposure to the arts.

HOW DID THAT HELP SHAPE WHO
YOU CREATED IN NINA WEST?

Oh my God. I think I was meant to be
in this world because it still informs me
to this day. One of my earliest Nina West
performances was to “The Nutcracker
Suite” and it was me getting ready for
the day and all pantomime. I was getting
in the shower – the water was too cold
and then was too hot – and then I was
shaving. It was all this pantomime in
a matter of three minutes, no lip sync.
I don’t know who I thought I was.
(Laughs.) It’s informed everything that
I’ve done in drag and been pivotal to how
Nina has come into being.
HOW DOES YOUR APPROACH
TO NINA DIFFER FROM YOUR
APPROACH TO LIVE THEATER?
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Closing January 9, 2022

150 Central Ave, St. Petersburg, FL
727.892.4200 | thejamesmuseum.org
Warhol’s West was organized by Booth Western Art Museum, Cartersville, GA, and
the Cochran Collection, LaGrange, GA. Andy Warhol, Cowboys and Indians: Annie Oakley,
1986 Screenprint on Lenox museum board Edition 55/250 36 × 36 inches, Collection
Booth Western Art Museum © 2021 The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc. /
Licensed by Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York
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I stepped so far away from
the world of live theater for such
a long time. I’ve done drag for
almost 21 years now. I got my
degree in theater and had every
intention of being a theater
performer and drag kind of found
me. I didn’t resist and I went in
a different direction – and with
drag, I am calling the shots in a
very different way. I’m the writer,
the director, the producer. I’m the
sole funder and beneficiary of
the work that I’m doing and the
character is mine and mine alone.
With theater and now
“Hairspray,” it is formed by
communal work, which is all
very different. My character is
coming from a variety of sources,
more than just myself; it’s coming
from the script that has been
labored and poured over and
edited within an inch of its life,
and every beat and every word is
chosen decisively.
WHEN DID YOU FIRST BECOME
FAMILIAR WITH “HAIRSPRAY?”

The first time I saw
“Hairspray” was in 1988, the
original John Waters film. I have
two older sisters and my sister
Emily is six years older than me
– I was 10 and she was 16 – she
had the soundtrack. I remember
rocking out to the music of the
original film, which was a huge
cultural movie and moment.
WHY DO YOU THINK
IT RESONATES WITH
LGBTQ AUDIENCES?

John Waters is a huge part of
that formula and then we have it
carry through with our cultural
lexicon with Divine. Then the
musical happened with … all
queer titans in my opinion. There
is a subversiveness to it that helps
speak to the language, I think of
our own struggle and our own
journey. I’m not saying it’s at all
the same experience to the civil
rights journey … but I do think
there are a lot of things that speak
to our community as well, in this
desire and need to want to be
seen and to want to be celebrated
for who we are too.
WHAT’S IT LIKE TO FOLLOW
DIVINE AND HARVEY FIERSTEIN?

It’s overwhelming, there’s no
lie there. I feel the enormity and
the weight of it, because I just
I want to be able to celebrate
the work that they’ve done and

GONE WEST: “RuPaul’s Drag Race” alum Andrew Levitt announces his “Hairspray” casting both in drag as Nina West and
out. (L) PHOTO BY JEREMY DANIEL, “HAIRSPRAY” DRESS BY PATRICK HOWELL AND TROY MEEKS; (R) PHOTO BY MARC J. FRANKLIN
to be able to carve my own path
with it. We have to believe Edna
is a woman through and through
who wants the best for her
daughter, but there’s something
so fabulous and wonderful about
it being played by Divine in the
film, and Harvey in the stage
version, and why is that? Why is
that important to the storytelling?
Because it is! I couldn’t tell
you why it’s important, but it
is important, because it is the
power of theater and the willing
suspension of disbelief, but it also
speaks to how intrinsically queer
this piece of theater is.
WHAT ARE YOUR HOPES
FOR THE TOUR?

That because of their exposure
to me on “Drag Race” I’m going
to bring a younger generation to
this show that have never heard
it. Hopefully they’re going to say
“Oh, well I found Nina on ‘Drag
Race,’ so I want to see Andrew
in ‘Hairspray.’” That’s my hope
because I think that this show, for
anyone who’s unfamiliar with it,
is a show filled with hope, a show
built on joy and a show that’s
wrapped in love. I just don’t know
what we all need more now than
that. I really don’t.

THAT SEEMS TO BE A LOT OF
YOUR FOCUS SINCE “DRAG RACE.”
WHAT HAVE YOUR EXPERIENCES
SINCE THEN TAUGHT YOU?

The show is the most
challenging thing I’ve ever done,
personally or professionally. I’m
still defined by my time on the
show almost four years later
and it has opened me up to an
entire world that I never thought
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possible. I am so grateful to work,
to do the things that I love and
share my story, share my heart
and share my message.
I think every person who does
drag should not sleep on the
opportunity to audition for things
like this and put themselves
forward, knowing that there’s a
whole other side to it that you
have to be prepared for.
WHAT’S SURPRISED YOU
ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE?

The one thing I was
unprepared for was how much
it was going to take a toll on me
personally, but I’m on the other
side of that now. I am on the other
side and I can’t stress enough the
importance of mental health, care,
surrounding yourself as a really
small, tight network and also
trusting yourself. I think the show
is the most challenging thing I’ve
ever done and I would do it again
in a heartbeat, but I learned a
lot in the time period between
when we were done filming and
before we aired and then from
the time we aired until our finale,
I learned even more. You get a
whole education from the fans
after, good and bad, and you just
go with it and try to stay focused
on what your hopes and goals are
for your career and for the things
you want to accomplish.
YOU’VE REACHED AUDIENCES
OF ALL AGES THROUGH
PARTNERSHIPS WITH
NICKELODEON AND DISNEY.
WHAT DRAWS YOU TO
PROJECTS LIKE THESE?

Before I was ever on “Drag
Race,” this is who I was. I have a

charitable foundation and have
done years and years of work
within my own community
back in Columbus, specifically
regarding LGBTQI+ rights,
specifically for our youth and that
demographic. What I know is that
I was saved by seeing someone
who was like me, by knowing that
there was there was somebody
else out there who was a little bit
more effeminate; a sissy boy who
didn’t fit in.
When I saw myself, I felt safer.
Not to say I felt safe, or that I was
safe, but I felt like there was
something else out there other
than my small town, conservative
life with my family. I felt like
there was hope for me. I am just
speaking to what speaks to me,
the things I love. I am a big kid
at heart. I love Disney. I grew
up watching Nickelodeon and
“Pinwheel” and “Today’s Special.”
This is my language and this is
what I speak fluently and clearly.
It’s not fraught with its own
challenges and criticism from
within the LGBTQI+ community
and outside of it, because there
are people within the community
who feel like I am dumbing
down drag or I’m making drag to
palpable for families. And I just
highly disagree with them.
WHY?

I think drag at its core is punk.
I think it is revolutionary. It is
one of the last true art forms that
exists that’s now becoming very
pervasive in popular culture, our
lexicon and how we speak to one
another. I believe that by someone
like me working in the children’s
space and trying to reach all ages
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and demographics, I don’t know
what is more punk, and what is
more revolutionary and more
thoughtful. The art form can
really challenge people to rethink
who they are and what they
believe in. Drag has the power to
do that in this way and manner.
It’s super frustrating that
I have people within the
LGBTQIA+ community telling me
that I am selling out and then I’m
a target for the religious right,
where people are showing up at
my house and putting signs in
my yard and leaving things in my
mailbox. That’s the reality with
which I find myself but it’s not
going to deter me. It’s not going to
change who I am, what I believe
in and the things I think should
be celebrated.
WHAT KEEPS YOU MOTIVATED?

I believe that through and
through, people deserve to see
themselves and that parents
deserve to decide what kind of
entertainment they wish their
children to be exposed to. I also
believe that it is okay for us to
sing songs about messages of
hope, kindness, love, acceptance,
joy, families and the fact that
my family doesn’t look like your
family is okay. That’s beautiful.
What I’m trying to do is to
celebrate and give voice and
space to those who don’t feel like
they have it. I am the first drag
entertainer to walk in this space
with Disney, with Nickelodeon, in
such a public manner – and I take
that so seriously. This is my life’s
work and also my life’s mission, to
help families and people feel seen
and just have space. This is what
I know I’m supposed to do, and
“Hairspray” is a part of that work.
WHAT ELSE EXCITES YOU
ABOUT THE TOUR?

It is massive and this cast
is brilliant. Watch out for this
talent because the people on the
show are exquisite. “Hairspray”
is a young show, and so for
many people this is also their
first national tour, but I promise
you’re going to get to know all
these names and faces after you
see the show.
YOU CAN’T STOP THEIR BEAT.

Honey! You can’t stop their
beat! (Laughs.) Full circle.

“Hairspray” plays at the RP Funding
Center Dec. 27. For tickets and more
information, visit RPFundingCenter.com and
HairsprayTour.com.
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Health care
that makes
you smile.
•
•
•
•
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•
•

Primary Care
HIV/STI Education, Testing, and Treatment
PrEP and PEP
Mental Health Counseling
Transgender Health Care and HRT
Case Management
Medication Assistance

We provide HIV/STI testing, treatment, and preventative health services.
PrEP
We help you reduce your
chances of getting HIV with
a once-a-day pill called
Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis.

Appointments

407.645.2577
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PrE
P
We
help

HIV/STI Testing

Medical Treatment

We offer a full panel of
HIV/STI testing in our clinic
or you can use our
At-Home HIV/STI Test Kits.

We treat all STIs, including
HIV, Hepatitis C, HPV,
Syphilis, Gonorrhea,
Chlamydia, and Herpes.

4122 Metric Drive, #800
Winter Park, Florida 32792
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Visit our website for more info
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JULY 9 | 8PM
SCAN FOR TICKETS
OR CALL THE HARD ROCK LIVE
BOX OFFICE AT 407.351.LIVE
OR HARDROCKLIVE.COM

21-HRCSE-07878 - RU PAUL DRAG RACE ADMAT -4-5x10-1.indd 1
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Pride in the Park
Jan 22, 2022
EMCEE
LINDSAY CARLTON-CLINE
J.D.Hamel Park
Gulfstream & Main

12-5 p.m.

Live Music-Drag Show-Food Trucks-Kids Zone
Vendor Expo-Face Painting- 40’ Super Slide
Divine AF

Sponsor and Vendor Opportunities Available

Visit: www.sarasotapride.org

Funky Fusion
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community calendar

EVENT PLANNER
ARTS+ENTERTAINMENT

CENTRAL FLORIDA

CENTRAL
FLORIDA

Ginger Minj’s
Winter Wonderland

“The Prom,” Dec.
7-12, Dr. Phillips Center,
Orlando. 844-513-2014;
DrPhillipsCenter.org
Tatianna, Dec. 10,
Southern Nights, Orlando.
407-412-5039; Facebook.com/
SouthernNightsOrlando
JJ Grey & Mofro, Dec.
10, Dr. Phillips Center,
Orlando. 844-513-2014;
DrPhillipsCenter.org
Jimmy Buffet, Dec.
11, Amway Center,
Orlando. 407-440-7000;
AmwayOrlando.com
David Foster, Dec.
11, Dr. Phillips Center,
Orlando. 844-513-2014;
DrPhillipsCenter.org
Lewis Black, Dec. 12,
King Center, Melbourne.
321-242-2219; KingCenter.com

TUESDAY, DEC. 14, 8 P.M.
THE ABBEY, ORLANDO

BLACK
CHRISTMAS
Legendary comedian Lewis Black brings some holiday cheer to The King Center for the Performing Arts
in Melbourne Dec. 12 and The Mahaffey Theater in St. Petersburg Dec. 17. IMAGE FROM LEWISBLACK.COM

Be Kind to Your Mind,
Dec. 14, Stafford House,
Orlando. 407-532-0070;
MiracleOfLove.org

CFL ACE ARO Peer
Network Virtual Meet Up,
Dec. 18, online. 407-228-8272;
TheCetnerOrlando.org

St Pete Pride Red & Green
Party, Dec. 11, Sunken
Gardens, St. Petersburg.
727-342-0084; StPetePride.org

Cult Classic: “National
Lampoon’s Christmas
Vacation,” Dec. 14,
Enzian Theater, Maitland.
407-629-1088; Enzian.org

Cirque Musica Holiday
Spectacular, Dec. 18,
King Center, Melbourne.
321-242-2219; KingCenter.com

Sharing is Caring ’21, Dec.
12, Metro Inclusive Health, St.
Petersburg. 727-321-3854;
MetroTampaBay.org

Andrea Bocelli, Dec.
19, Amway Center,
Orlando. 407-440-7000;
AmwayOrlando.com

Sarah Brightman: A
Christmas Symphony,
Dec. 15, Ruth Eckerd Hall,
Clearwater. 727-791-7400;
RuthEckerdHall.com

Tax and Financial
Planning for Small
Business Owners, Dec.
15, online. 321-800-3946;
MBAOrlando.org
Orlando Gay Chorus –
Together at Christmas,
Dec. 15, The Ritz Theater
at Wayne Densch,
Sanford. 407-321-8111;
RitzTheaterSanford.com
Golden Gals Live:
Cheesecake and Cheer,
Dec. 15, The Abbey,
Orlando. 407-704-6103;
AbbeyOrlando.com
Outdoor Cabaret:
Tushin’ Through the
Snow, Dec. 16-18, Orlando
Shakespeare Theatre,
Orlando. 407-447-1700;
OrlandoShakes.org

TAMPA BAY
“The Curious Incident of
the Dog in the Nighttime,”
Nov. 26-Dec. 19, Stageworks
Theatre. 813-556-8737;
TampaRep.org
“The Night Before,” Dec.
3-24, freeFall Theatre, St.
Petersburg. 727-498-5205;
freeFallTheatre.com
After Dark – Artists &
Market, Dec. 11, Inclusivitea.,
St. Petersburg. 727-321-3854;
MetroTampaBay.org
Ornament Make & Take,
Dec. 11, Studios at 5663,
Pinellas Park. 727-313-2250;
PinellasArtsVillage.com

Lewis Black, Dec. 17,
Mahaffey Theater, St.
Petersburg. 727-892-5767;
TheMahaffey.com
David Foster, Dec.
17, Ruth Eckerd Hall,
Clearwater. 727-791-7400;
RuthEckerdHall.com
Next Generation Ballet’s
“Nutcracker,” Dec. 1719, Straz Center, Tampa.
813-229-7827; StrazCenter.org
Flix & Chill: “Single All The
Way,” Dec. 18, Inclusivitea.,
St. Petersburg. 727-321-3854;
MetroTampaBay.org

Get ready for a non-denominational, musical romp
through the holiday season with Ginger Minj and
Gidget Galore. The iconic drag duo bring you holiday
cheer with their Winter Wonderland extravaganza at
The Abbey Orlando Dec. 14. For more information
and to purchase tickets, go to AbbeyOrlando.com.

Drive & Drag
Food Drop Off
SATURDAY, DEC. 18, 11 A.M.-3 P.M.
LGBT+ CENTER, ORLANDO
Help Come Out With Pride and the LGBT+ Center
Orlando fill up The Center’s Pride Pantry by driving
up, dropping off nonperishable food items and
hygiene products, and meet your favorite drag
queens. For more information or to donate to The
Center directly, go to TheCenterOrlando.org or call
407-228-8272.

The Gay Men’s Chorus of
Tampa Bay presents “A
Holiday to Remember,”
Dec. 18, The Portico, Tampa.
813-389-6313; GMCTB.org
Trans-Siberian Orchestra,
Dec. 19, Amalie Arena,
Tampa. 813-301-6500;
AmalieArena.com
Cirque Musica Holiday
Spectacular, Dec.
19, RP Funding Center,
Lakeland. 863-834-8100;
RPFundingCenter.com

SARASOTA
“Cinderella,” Dec. 2-19,
Manatee Performing
Arts Center, Bradenton.
941-748-5875;
ManteePerformingArtsCenter.com
Sarah Brightman: A
Christmas Symphony, Dec.
14, Van Wezel Performing Arts
Hall, Sarasota. 941-263-6799;
VanWezel.org

TAMPA BAY
11th Annual
Party of Presents
SUNDAY, DEC. 12, 1-5 P.M.
HOLLANDER HOTEL, ST. PETERSBURG
Come out to the Hollander Hotel and help Balance
Tampa Bay give the gift of Christmas to kids in need.
Bring a new, unwrapped toy and come listen to some
great tunes by The Cheaters while sitting poolside.
Donated toys will be given to Champions for Children,
Tampa Bay Party Project, Children’s Home Network
and Suncoast Hospice. For more information, visit
BalanceTampaBay.org.

GMCTB presents “A
Holiday to Remember”
FRIDAY, DEC. 17, 8 P.M. & SATURDAY,
DEC. 18, 8 P.M.
SKYCREST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH,
CLEARWATER & THE PORTICO, TAMPA
The Gay Men’s Chorus of Tampa Bay bring the gift of
song to both sides of the bay with a pair of concerts
on Dec. 17 and 18. First on Friday, GMCTB take the
stage at the Skycrest United Methodist Church in
Clearwater. The next night they head to Tampa to
perform at The Portico. Tickets are $15 each concert
and $5 for students. Tickets and more information
are available at GMCTB.org.

To submit your upcoming event, concert, performance, or fundraiser visit watermarkonline.com.
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2355 CENTRAL AVE. ST. PETE, FL

e
l
THE COCK
k
r
a
p
S
DR P
JOIN US FOR COCKTAIL'S VERSION
OF THE NYC BALL DROP MEETS
KEY WEST SHOE DROP!
INCLUDING AMAZING LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT!
PLUS A COMPLIMENTARY
CHAMPAGNE TOAST AT MIDNIGHT!

V.I.P. TABLES

RESERVED ROPED OFF SEATING FOR UP TO 4
INDIVIDUALS WITH DEDICATED SERVER
A COMPLIMENTARY 1L BOTTLE OF THE FOLLOWING:
GREY GOOSE | BACARDI | PATRON

PARTY FAVORS & CHAMPAGNE TOAST AT MIDNIGHT
EXCLUSIVE V.I.P. AREA OUTSIDE TO WATCH THE DROP
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announcements

TAMPA BAY
OUT+ABOUT

CONGRATULATIONS
Casa del Merman at GayStPete House announced
Nov. 30 that Bill and Jeremy Kody will assume day-to-day
operations of the LGBTQ hotspot. “Bill and Jeremy have
helped make our house special for almost 9 years, and I
couldn’t be happier for them and our continued friendship,”
owner Brian Longstreth shared.
Learn more at GayStPeteHouse.com.
Former owner James Encke announced the sale of Tampa’s
City Side Lounge Nov. 30. “I urge and humbly request
that you continue to show your support for City Side,” he
announced. Read Encke’s full goodbye message and learn
more at Facebook.com/CitySideLounge.
Community Cafe shared Dec. 5 that the remodel for its new
space at 1055 4th St. S. in St. Petersburg has begun. Visit
StPeteCommunityOasis.com to learn more.
Equality Florida Action PAC endorsed Eunic Ortiz for State
Senate Dec. 6. “Eunic is on the cusp of making Sunshine
State history as one of the first out lesbians elected to the
Florida Senate,” Equality Florida Senior Political Director
Joe Saunders shared. Hear directly from the candidate at
WatermarkOnline.com and learn more about the race at
EunicForFlorida.com.
Co-owners John Burt, Lynn Deibert and staff
will celebrate Punky’s Bar and Grill’s sixth anniversary
in St. Petersburg Dec. 15. Join the celebration at
PunkysBar.com.

LOCAL BIRTHDAYS
Tampa Bay entertainer PheYonce Montrese aka Metro
Inclusive Health’s Nate Taylor, Tampa Bay realtor Rick
Fifer (Dec. 9); Tampa Bay actor Spencer Meyers, Largo
pharmacist Eric Hutton, Tampa Bay entertainer Veronica
Vixen aka Vincent Bailey-Santamarina, Tampa Bay dancer
Fernando Chonqui (Dec. 10); Tampa Bay softballer Les
Croy, Capital One’s AJ Cuevas, Christian minister Chancey
Martinez Colon (Dec. 11); Philanthropist Ed Lally, Former
state representative Jennifer Webb, Sarasota realtor Jim
Jablonski, St. Pete Twirler Jose Luis Perez (Dec. 12); St.
Petersburg security Gregory Collins (Dec. 13); Bradenton
MAC makeup artist Joey Killmeyer (Dec. 14); Former
Tampa MCC Pastor Rev. Phyllis Hunt, St. Petersburg
outdoor lover Dan Barrett, Clearwater softball stud
Gregory Toth (Dec. 15); Tampa Bay lawyer David Schauer,
Pastor at St. Andrews UCC Sarasota Paul Werner,
Acclaimed author Rob Sanders (Dec. 16); Executive Chef
of Sarasota’s Sage SRQ Christopher Covelli, truck driver
Bobby Coffey-Loy (Dec. 17); St. Petersburg sculptor Mark
Aeling, Spectrum News’ Trevor Pettiford, former Honey
Pot owner Stephen Moss (Dec. 18); IBEX puppetmaster
Heather Henson, Beauty & the Burg host Cindy Stovall
(Dec. 19); St. Petersburg caterer Steve Gallo, Watermark
Creative Designer Dylan Todd, Florist to the stars Jacob
McCall, Woodfield Fine Art owner Jim Woodfield, St.
Petersburg loan officer Steven Robertson (Dec. 20);
Tampa Bay entertainer Kathryn Nevets, Tampa Bay
realtor Gabe Alves-Tomko (Dec. 21); Academic tutor and
interventionist Cynthia Wurner (Dec. 22)

1

2
3

1

DAY WITH(OUT) ART:
CAN Community Health
Interim President Rishi
Patel (L) and Sarasota Art
Museum Executive Director
Virginia Shearer partner for
World AIDS Day at the museum
Dec. 1. PHOTO BY CLIFF ROLES

2

NEW MANAGEMENT:
Jeremy (L) and Bill
Kody assume day-to-day
operations at Casa del
Merman at GayStPete House
Nov. 30. PHOTO COURTESY

CASA DEL MERMAN

3

4

5

TAIL TIME: Vacationer
Ally Cannon (L)
visits with Jeremy
Skidmore at Cocktail Nov. 28
for Sunday Funday. PHOTO
BY RYAN WILLIAMS-JENT

4

TIS THE SEASON:
Polk Pride shares the
rainbow for the Lakeland
Christmas Parade Dec. 2.

PHOTO COURTESY POLK PRIDE

5

TURKEY DAZE: ALSO
Youth’s Sabrina Hyvarinen
(L) and Executive Director
Mickey Stone enjoy the 2021
Turkey Trot in Sarasota Nov. 29.

PHOTO COURTESY ALSO YOUTH

6

MAKE IT BLUE: (L-R)
Wes Davis, Nathan
Bruemmer, Michael
Womack, U.S. Rep. Val
Demings and Jon Harris Maurer
gather Dec. 4 for the Florida
Democratic Party Leadership
Blue 2021 conference. PHOTO

6

COURTESY EQUALITY FLORIDA

7

CENTER STREET:
Hostess Miranda Marie
Sugarbaker dazzles traffic
at the Progressive Pride street
mural Nov. 28 during brunch
at Mixers at Old Key West.

PHOTO BY RYAN WILLIAMS-JENT

8

ENCHANTED EVENING:
Project Pride President
Jordan Letschert (L),
Marketing Chair Robby Price
(R) and their son Kellan take
get in the spirit at Enchant
Christmas Dec. 4. PHOTO

COURTESY PROJECT PRIDE
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ASK US ABOUT:
Repeat Guest Discounts
Military & Veteran Discounts
Spa Specials & Memberships
Florida Resident Discounts
& Student Discounts
Call 1-800-818-1211 or visit
thegrandresortandspa.com
for information.

Hablamos Español
Falamos Português
Nous Parlons Français
Wir Sprechen Deutsch

E X C E E D I N G E X P E C TAT I O N S S I N C E 1 9 9 9
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announcements

CENTRAL FLORIDA
OUT+ABOUT

CONGRATULATIONS
Anthony Chiocchi and Daniel Markovich were engaged on
the Dora Queen in Tavares Nov. 26.

RESEARCH STUDY
Three of the nation’s largest blood centers — Vitalant,
OneBlood, and the American Red Cross — in partnership

2

with the LGBT+ Center Orlando are seeking participants to
join a new groundbreaking FDA-funded study in Orlando
to consider new approaches for determining blood
donation eligibility for men who have sex with men. If you
are a gay or bisexual male between 18-39 years old and
interested in becoming a blood donor, you may be eligible
to participate. To gather the necessary data the blood
centers are partnering with LGBTQ Centers in eight cities
across the nation. The study looks to enroll 250–300

1

3

5

6

gay and bi men in Central Florida who meet the study
eligibility criteria.

LOCAL BIRTHDAYS
Zebra Coalition CEO Heather Wilkie, Orlando entertainer
Justin Shakeri, Southern Nights Orlando bartender
Cameron MacDonald, Southern Nights Orlando’s D’Andre
Bims (Dec. 9); Orlando comic and actor Jeff Jones,
Hope & Help’s former communications director Joshua
Myers, Mitzi Morris’ alter ego Kevin Kreigel (Dec. 10);

4

onePULSE Foundation’s Mark Cady, Central Florida
actor and vocalist Zachary Thomas, Royal Caribbean
International’s David Bain, Central Florida Ford-dealing
bear Fred Berliner (Dec. 11); Massage therapist
Isaac Torres, Orlando Chorus baritone Jamie Decker,
Altamonte Springs chiropractor Dr. Bradford Levine
(Dec. 12); Walt Disney Creative Entertainment Talent
Casting Director Mark Catlett-Miller, 4 Corners writer
Lawrence W. Caul (Dec. 13); Orlando Weekly publisher
Graham Jarrett, Come Out With Pride’s former festival
director Joyce Almeida, Orlando Regional Chamber
Business Development Manager Greg Mason (Dec. 14);
Orange County library’s Ben Garcia (Dec. 15); Watermark
contributor and entertainer Divine Grace, Central Florida
LGBTQ ally Brittani Acuff (Dec. 16); OAK Central Florida’s
Ken Terrell, actress Becky Fisher (Dec. 17); GayDayS
owner Chris Manley (Dec. 19); Orlando bartender with
flair Tish, Orlando realtor Jeff Ritchie, The District at Mills
50 manager Jamey Harper (Dec. 20); Disney darling Rae

1

ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY: (L-R) Pom
Moongauklang, Vashti
Scott and Eric Rollings show
off the reusable drink pouches
at Pom Pom’s Teahouse and
Sandwicheria in Orlando Dec.
2. PHOTO BY JEREMY WILLIAMS

2

HE SAID YES: Anthony
Chiocchi (L) and Daniel
Markovich aboard the Dora
Queen in Tavares after Chiocchi
proposed to Markovich Nov.
26. PHOTO BY DANNY GARCIA

3

5

CHRISTMAS GOALS:
GOALcfl celebrate the
holidays with Jingle,
Jangle, Jam!, the group’s
third annual holiday party in
downtown Orlando Dec. 5.

PHOTO COURTESY BRANDON RAGAN

6

LGBTQ CAUCUS:
Orlando-area state Rep.
Carlos Guillermo Smith
(center) with state Reps. Shevrin
Jones and Michelle Raynor in
the nation’s capital for the LGBTQ
Victory Institute International
Leadership Conference Dec.
3. PHOTO BY CARLOS SMITH

SANTA POM: Kim Murphy
(L) and Andrea Montanez
take in the holiday cheer
at Pom Pom’s Teahouse and
Sandwicheria in Orlando Dec.
3. PHOTO BY KIM MURPHY

7

ZEBRAS IN THE HÄOS:
Josh Bell (L) and Blue
Star take a sweet selfie
during Zebras in Candyland at
HÄOS on Church in Orlando
Dec. 1. PHOTO BY JOSH BELL

PHOTO COURTESY PATTY SHEEHAN

4

L’Heureux, Universal Orlando team captain Christian
Conde, Orlando’s Hamburger Mary’s co-founder Tom
Schneider (Dec. 21); Pilot Abel Marowitz (Dec. 22).

7

HOLIDAY LEGENDS:
Orlando City Commissioner
Patty Sheehan (R)
gets in the Christmas spirit
with Santa Claus and The
Grinch at a Lake Como holiday
event in Orlando Dec. 4.

8

PROGRESSIVE
FIGHTERS: (L-R) Wes
Davis, Eileen Higgins and
Joe Saunders attend the Florida
Democratic Party Leadership Blue
2021 conference and gala at the
Rosen Plaza Hotel in Orlando Dec.
4. PHOTO COURTESY JOE SAUNDERS

8
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T A M P A

ACCOUNTING

B A Y

M A R K E T P L A C E

FRAMING

s
&

PHOTOGRAPHY

Residential • Commercial

s

Dan Fiorini
2060 Tyrone Blvd N • St. Pete
(727)344-1000
Crossroads Center next to Ross

HEALTHCARE

ATTORNEY
Attorney
Alison M. Foley-Rothrock
se habla Español!

NEW PATIENTS WELCOME!
Fine Art | Portrait | Wedding | Commercial

Experience. Compassion. Community.

Offering All Types Of Immigration Services

www.DylanToddPhotography.com
info@DylanToddPhotography.com
(727) 310-1212

Call today for your FREE CONSULTATION
Offices in Lakeland and Ybor City, Tampa
813-424-0652
www.foleyimmigrationlaw.com

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS

Primary Care for All
Combined HIV/Primary Care
PrEP (Descovy) Same Day
Transgender Care and HRT
STI Testing/Treatment
Same or Next Day Appts.

REALTOR

www.DiversityHealthCenter.com
info@DiversityHealthCenter.com
4302 N. Habana Ave, #200, Tampa, FL 33607
CALL US TODAY! Ph: (813) 518-0881

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS

Join your local LGBT Chamber,
as we are the premier advocates
for the Tampa Bay Area’s LGBT
business community.

MEDICAL

YOUTH SERVICES

Youth Drop-In Centers, Group Activities,
Inclusion and Anti-Bullying Trainings for
Schools and Other Organizations, Annual
Alternative Prom, Music, Crafts, Arts.
Now serving young people in locations in
Sarasota and Manatee counties.

Empowering LGBTQ+ Youth
and Their Allies and Creating
Inclusive Communities

(941) 951-2576

www.ALSOyouth.org

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
/WatermarkFL
@WatermarkOnline
www.diversitytampabay.org
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C E N T R A L

F L O R I D A

ACCOUNTING + BOOKKEEPING

M A R K E T P L A C E

ATTORNEY

COUNSELORS + THERAPISTS

COUNSELORS + THERAPISTS

FINANCIAL

MARRIAGE & DOMESTIC PARTNER PLANNING
PERSONAL/BUSINESS TAX PREPARATION, e-ﬁle
QUICKBOOKS ADVANCED PROADVISOR®

Leah
eah G. James, CPA, MSTax

Judy L. Hines, CQA, CPB, CPS, CAP
407.478.4513 • ContactUs@geckoCPA.com

ACCOUNTING + BOOKKEEPING
Personal
Returns
from

$89

Call for an appointment

407.923.4000

Stephen E. Roberts
Professional Accounting and Tax
Services
2180 N. Park Ave. Suite 220
Winter Park, FL 32789

Individual, Corporation,
and Partnership
Put 30+ years of
experience to work for you.
Confidentiality Guaranteed.
Tax Preparation
Immediate appointments
Taxes prepared while
you wait!

AIDS ORGANIZATION

DICTOR FINANCIAL, LLC
Wayne S. Dictor,
President

Oﬃce: 407-942-3366

Mobile: 941-230-4797
Wayne@DictorFinancial.com

2727 N Atlantic Ave - Box 900
Daytona Beach, FL 32118
Securities oﬀered through Raymond James Financial Services, Inc. Member SIPC

FUNERAL SERVICES

Sean Turner, PH.D.
407-435-9995
407-435-9995

1850 Lee Rd. Winter Park, FL 32789

www.SeanTurnerPHD.com
www.SeanTurnerPHD.com

AIR CONDITIONING

COUNSELING
Mary Lieberman, LCSW

407-295-9231

Certified Imago Therapist
Helping our Community Since 1987

www.4seasonsair.net
The A/C Company you wish you called first.

We have the perfect deal on

PERFECT
AIR
for your home
50

FL License#: CAC056308

Up to $1700

in Rebates plus
additional utility
company incentives
on qualified units.

Original

Individuals & Couples ・ Adult Children of Alcoholics ・ Anxiety
Gay & Lesbian Issues ・ Co-Dependancy ・ Depression

Counseling Services of Central Florida, Inc.
1954 Howell Branch RD., Suite 106 ・ Winter Park, FL 32792

Phone: 407-657-8555, ext. 4・Fax 407-657-5774
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C E N T R A L

CITY OASIS
Your Downtown Garden Shop
407-898-8101
1214 N. Mills Ave. Orlando
Mention Watermark and Save!

Full Service Interior
Design and
Maintenance
Free Estimates,
Prices start as
low as $99/mo

M A R K E T P L A C E

INSURANCE

GARDEN + NURSERY
Exotic Orchids,
Bonsai, Ornamentals,
Tropical Plants

F L O R I D A

LGBT MEDICAL

Are
eligible to
Are you eligible
switch
switch your
your Medicare
Medicare
coverage?
coverage?
Kathleen Donnelly

Licensed Sales Representative

407-414-6133, TTY 711

HEALTH + FITNESS

Discount Nutrition Center
Serving Orlando for 24 years

.Vitamins
.Herbs
.Dietary
.Sports

We will match or
beat local prices!

Plans are insured through UnitedHealthcare Insurance
Plans are insured through UnitedHealthcare
Company or one of its affiliated companies, a Medicare
Insurance
Company
one of its
affiliated
Advantage
organization
withor
a Medicare
contract.
Enrollment
in
the plan depends
on the plan’s
contract renewal with
companies,
a Medicare
Advantage
Medicare.
organization with a Medicare contract.
SPRJ27925A
Enrollment in the plan
depends
on the
Y0066_160721_094120
Accepted
0027FAF6

plan’s contract renewal with Medicare.
SPRJ27925A
Y0066_160721_094120
LAWN Accepted
CARE
0027FAF6

407-207-0067

OPTOMETRIST

M-F 10-7, Sat 10-6
www.NMFbody.com

Crystal Lake Plaza
3074 Curry Ford Rd.

Between Conway Rd. & Bumby Ave.

Come see Dave, Ed & Staff
for a Free Consultation!
HOME IMPROVEMENT

Exterior and Interior Shutters
Custom Blinds - Shades - Draperies

Read It Online!

Julie Rose (407) 949-1969
620 Douglas Ave Suite 1302
Altamonte Springs Fl. 32714
email:
web:

jrose@SuperiorCustomShutters.com
www.SuperiorCustomShutters.com
watermark Your LGBTQ life.

PERSONAL TRAINING

Head over to
WatermarkOnline.com
and click on the Digital
Publications link to read
a digital version of the
printed newspaper!

www.rockhardfitnessorlando.com

FREE TRIAL PASS
1 WEEK UNLIMITED CLASSES
1 HOUR PERSONAL TRAINING
820 Lake Baldwin Lane
p. 407.802.4631
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C E N T R A L

F L O R I D A

PHOTOGRAPHY

M A R K E T P L A C E

ROOFER
Need A NEW ROOF? Don't wait until it's too late!

Storm Recovery
Experts
321-624-6486
kevin.viars@sreroof.com
www.sreroof.com

PHOTOGRAPHY

VIEWPOINT COLUMNIST

JERICK
MEDIAVILLA

VETERINARIAN

#LOVEHANDLIN
ONLY IN WATERMARK AND
WATERMARKONLINE.COM

Proudly Caring for the Pets
and People of the LGBTQ
Community since 1955
Fine Art | Portrait | Wedding | Commercial
www.DylanToddPhotography.com
info@DylanToddPhotography.com
(727) 310-1212

REALTOR

Open 7 Days a Week!

BOARDING

DOGGIE DAYCARE

NEW WELLNESS CENTER

1601 Lee Rd. Winter Park (407) 644-2676
YOUTH SERVICES
Changing the lives of
LGBTQ teens and young
adults for over 30 years
Social support groups
Make friends
Scholarships for college
Weekly groups in Orange,
Seminole & Polk Counties

· Join
· Volunteer
· Donate

info@OrlandoYouthAlliance.org
www.OrlandoYouthAlliance.org

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
/WatermarkFL
@WatermarkOnline
/WatermarkOnline
/company/Watermarkonline/
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WEDDING BELLS

Kristina White-Satmary & Alex Satmary
from St. Petersburg, Florida

ENGAGEMENT
DATE:

Sept. 13, 2020

MARRIAGE DATE:

Oct. 31, 2021

MARRIAGE
VENUE:

St. Petersburg
courthouse

WEDDING DATE:

Oct. 16, 2021

WEDDING VENUE:

Sunken Gardens
(ceremony)

FIRST DANCE:

“Say a Little
Prayer”
by Lianne
La Havas

WEDDING
THEME/COLORS:

Eucalyptus/
Pompous
Grass, earthy

FLORIST:

Artistic Flowers

CAKE BAKERY:

A Piece of
Cake & Desserts

PHOTOGRAPHER:

Rachel Joan
Photography

VIDEOGRAPHER:

Jamie Murphy

W

Tiffany Razzano

HEN KRISTINA WHITE-SATMARY

saw their future wife for the first time four
years ago, they knew immediately that they
had to talk to her.

A longtime hospitality worker – as
well as drag performer and Come
OUT St. Pete ambassador – they were
bartending at Bar@548 when they
spotted Alex Satmary across the room.

They walked right over and sat down
next to her.
“I saw her and thought, ‘That’s her.
I’ve been looking for her. I have to
sit next to her. I have to talk to her,’”

White-Satmary says. “She wouldn’t talk
to me, though.”
“I’m a chicken when it comes to
that kind of thing,” Satmary explains.
“She just sat down right next to me and
I didn’t know what to do.”
Eventually the two got to talking
and Satmary opened up a bit. They
exchanged phone numbers and met
up for a sushi lunch date. After a bottle
of sake, the date kept going and they
stayed out until about 2 a.m.
There was a “really intense
chemistry and attraction from the
beginning,” Satmary adds.
They talked about spending their
lives together and one day getting
married fairly early in the relationship.
‘We said, ‘I love you’ pretty soon,
too,” she says. “But we didn’t want to do
the typical U-haul lesbian thing.”
They let their relationship grow
organically and by Sept. 2020,
Satmary knew she was ready to
propose. But she didn’t want it to be a
typical proposal.
So, she organized a scavenger hunt.
She provided White-Satmary with
clues to various locations – where
they went on their first date, where
they first said “I love you” – and sent
her on a journey across downtown
St. Petersburg. And at the end, she
would be waiting to propose.
At each stop, one of their close
friends was waiting with the next clue.
“And each person had a shot waiting
for me, but they didn’t tell Alex,” White
Satmary says.
By the time they got to the final
spot – the Salvador Dali Museum
– they were “hammered,” much to
Satmary’s surprise.

They began planning their wedding
immediately, eventually booking the
Sunken Gardens in St. Petersburg and
were excited to bring their friends and
family together.
What their loved ones didn’t know
was that they had actually been
married for a year by the time of their
Oct. 16, 2021 wedding.
When conservative Amy Coney
Barrett was sworn in as the newest
member of the Supreme Court on
Oct. 27, 2020, the couple began to get
nervous that this would eventually
lead to same-sex marriage rights
being taken away.
Days later – on Oct. 31, 2020 –
they decided to get married at the
courthouse just in case.
They kept their plans for a big
wedding with family and friends,
though. As they planned the event,
they had two concerns: they wanted to
support local, and they wanted it to be
as sustainable as possible.
The couple recognized that
weddings can be “super wasteful,”
White-Satmary says. So, they used
recycled and repurposed items and
sustainable materials wherever they
could. They even hired two local
bearded drag queens, Adriana Sparkles
and Aquarius, to perform.
And though the COVID-19 pandemic
didn’t ruin their wedding plans, it
still made for a difficult year as they
organized their big day.
“They say your first year of marriage
is the hardest. It was crazy hard,”
White-Satmary says. “But we got closer
because of it. It was a crazy time. And it
was great to finally get people together
at our wedding.”

Do you have an interesting wedding or engagement story you’d like to share with Watermark readers? If so, email the details to Editor@WatermarkOnline.com for consideration as a future feature on this page.
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Honoring the courageous
young man whose life has
made such a profound
impact on so many.
More than half of Americans living with
HIV receive services through the Ryan
White HIV/AIDS program. As a result of
these services, 87.1 percent of Ryan White
HIV/AIDS Program patients receiving HIV
medical care are virally suppressed.

Happy Birthday, Ryan White.
We owe so much to your
courage and advocacy.

Avita is proud to partner with organizations across the country to
provide HIV care and prevention services to those who need it most.
Avita is a national pharmacy services organization
with deep expertise in HIV, PrEP, and LGBTQ+ care.
We want you to feel deeply understood, cared for,
and empowered to reach your full potential for health.
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EXPERTS.
THE HEART AND VASCULAR

At the Orlando Health Heart & Vascular Institute, our comprehensive approach to care
is designed to bring you the best possible experience and outcome. Our teams of heart
and vascular experts work together and with you and your family — streamlining your care
with a quick, accurate diagnosis and treatment plan personalized to your needs and
your lifestyle — and always with a focus on your safety.

Cardiology and Vascular Care • Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery • Vascular Surgery

OrlandoHealth.com/Heart

MyChart
Now Available
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